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Abstract

A model for predicting the nonlinear shear behaviour of reinforced concrete beamcolumn joints based on principal stresses reaching limits is proposed. The joint model
proposes shear springs for the column region and rotational spring for the beam region
of the joint. This is based on the actual displacement behaviour of the shear buildings.
The spring characteristics are calculated based on well-known principal of mechanics
using the principal stresses as the failure criteria. The model reasonably accurately
predicts the shear behaviour of the joint and also can consider the effect of axial loads
on the column. The model does not need any special element or special program for
implementation and can be used for nonlinear static pushover analysis of RC framed
structures giving due consideration to joint deformations. The model is therefore
extremely useful for practical displacement based analysis of old RC buildings where
the joints were not designed and detailed as per current codal requirements, invariably
making them the weakest link in the structure. The background theory, assumptions
followed and the complete formulations for generating the joint characteristics are
given in this report. The model is validated with experimental results of tests on
exterior and interior beam-column connections given in the published literature
having substandard detailing using deformed bars.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 General

Behavior of Reinforced Concrete (RC) beam-column joints under seismic excitations
has generated lot of interest among researchers throughout the world in past few
decades. Beam-column connections have drawn special attention of researchers due to
their highly complex behavior under seismic loads, which is a combination of huge
shear forces, diagonal tension and high bond stresses in the reinforcement bars, all
brittle modes of failure. In the analysis, generally the joint core is considered as rigid
and all the plastic rotations are assumed to take place in the beams and/or columns
forming the joint core. Although this assumption is reasonable for the structure
subjected to static gravity loads, the same assumption may be highly misleading for
the structure subjected to dynamic seismic loads. Under reversing dynamic earthquake
loads the joint core is subjected to tremendous shear forces, which gradually softens
the joint core making it no more rigid. The two major failure modes for the failure at
joints are (a) joint shear failure and (b) end anchorage failure (See Fig 1.1).

(a) Joint Shear Failure

(b) Inadequate Reinforcement Anchorage

Fig 1.1 Major Failure Modes for a RC Beam-Column Joint

Thus, it can be said that deficiencies of joints are mainly caused by inadequate
transverse reinforcement and insufficient anchorage capacity in the joint (Liu,
Pampanin and Dhakal, 2006). These problems have been highlighted, in recent past,
by the damage observed in recent devastating earthquakes in different countries. Fig
1.2 shows a typical example of a beam-column joint failure during the 1999 Turkey
earthquake (Ghobarah and Said, 2002).
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Another damaged structure after the Kocaeli earthquake is shown in Fig 1.3
demonstrating a good example of the brittle joint shear failure mode (Liu, Pampanin
and Dhakal, 2006). Most of such joint brittle shear failures occur due to non-ductile
performance, either poor anchorage of the main reinforcing bars or simply inadequate
transverse reinforcement in the joints, of reinforced concrete moment-resisting
frames.

Fig 1.2 Typical beam-column joint failures (Turkey Earthquake)

Fig 1.3 Damaged beam-column joint during earthquake (1999 Kocaeli, Turkey)
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As per the 2007 West Sumatra earthquake reconnaissance report, the beam-to-column
joints for the concrete moment frames that do not use ductile detailing, suffered great
damages (Fig 1.4). In certain cases, the reinforcement steel did not extend sufficiently
into the joint, nor did it have adequate development length. Furthermore, the joints
were not confined and hence were susceptible to shear failure.

Fig 1.4 Joint Failures in 2007 West Sumatra Earthquake

Fig 1.5 shows near complete collapse of structures due to joint failures during the
2004 Sumatra Earthquake (Saatcioglu, Ghobarah and Nistor Reconnaissance Report).

Fig 1.5 Joint Failure causing collapse during 2004 Sumatra Earthquake

Further reports on 2006 Mid Java earthquake confirms the importance of beamcolumn joints for the safety of the structures. Fig 1.6 shows further examples of

14

structural collapse due to joint failures in reinforced concrete structures (JSCE/AIJ
Provisional Report on May 27,2006, Mid Java Earthquake).

All the above-mentioned examples of joint failures during earthquakes highlight the
importance of beam-column joints for the global safety of reinforced concrete
structures. These facts suggest that the attention to proper design of beam-column
joint cores is not over emphasized.

Fig 1.6 Joint Failures during May 2006, Mid Java Earthquake

It is true that the new codes emphasize and provide guidance for designing and
detailing the joint cores in a better way, but most of the existing structures were
designed and detailed according to older standards and are in general having inherent
deficiencies.

More and more emphasis is now laid on performing nonlinear displacement based
seismic assessment of reinforced concrete structures (ATC-40, FEMA 356, Priestley
1997, Priestley et al 2007). The two possibilities that arise are

(i)

Nonlinear Static (Pushover) Analysis

(ii)

Nonlinear Dynamic (Time History) Analysis

Although nonlinear dynamic analysis is more accurate and reliable, the computation
time, effort and costs are highly prohibitive for any practical usage. Nonlinear static
analysis gives a good trade off between computational effort and accuracy.

15

Determination of nonlinear load-displacement (Capacity) curve of the structure is
central to the analysis methodology.

Concentrated plastic hinges (springs) are assigned at the critical locations to capture
the nonlinear behaviour of the structure. Therefore, the accuracy of the capacity curve
depends strongly on the accuracy in determining the hinge characteristics.
Determination of flexural, axial and shear hinge characteristics for the frame
members, i.e. beams and columns is well documented in text (Park and Pauley 1975;
Watanabe and Lee 1998) and commercial softwares have capabilities to incorporate
them (SAP2000 Nonlinear 2007; StaadPro 2007).

However, in general for old structures, the weakest link during earthquakes is the
beam-column joint that undergoes brittle shear failure. Therefore just by considering
inelastic behaviour of frame members is not enough to correctly capture the global
behaviour of the structure. Rather, in many cases, such an analysis can be very
misleading and lead to dangerous results.

Many researchers (Sharma et al 2008; Eligehausen et al. 2006; Lowes et al 2005;
Pampanin et al 2003; Bing et al 2003; Youssef and Ghobarah 2001; Elmorsi et al
2000; Nagai et al 1996; Alath and Kunnath 1995; Filippou and Issa 1988; ElMetwally and Chen 1988;) have proposed various ways to model beam-column joints.

Most of the approaches suggested could be used for analyzing the joint behaviour
quite nicely. However, the models either require large computational efforts so that
they are not practically useful for analyzing the global structural behaviour or they
need a special element with various nodes and springs or a special purpose program to
implement the joint nonlinearity.

This work is aimed at developing a lumped plasticity based model for the reinforced
concrete beam-column connections that can reasonably accurately capture the shear
behaviour of the joints and also is practical enough to be used with existing
commercial software programs available.

16

1.2 Objective

The objectives of this work are:

1. To understand the nonlinear behaviour of beam-column connections
2. To develop a modelling technique for reinforced concrete beam-column
connections in framed structures that can reasonably accurately predict the
nonlinear shear behaviour of the joints as well as could be practically
implementable in commercial software programs to perform the nonlinear
analysis of the structures.
3. To validate the model with the results of various experiments on different
configuration of reinforced concrete beam-column connections available in
literature.

1.3 Scope

The scope of this work includes:
1. Development of a rational, realistic and easily implementable model for
reinforced concrete beam-column joints with cold worked deformed bars as
reinforcement.
2. Validation of the model with experimental results.
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2. MECHANICS OF RC BEAM-COLUMN JOINTS

2.1 Introduction

A beam-column joint in a reinforced concrete structure is a zone formed by the
intersection of beam and column. A joint is defined as the portion of the column
within the depth of the deepest beam that frames into the column (ACI 352 R 2002).
The functional requirement of a joint is to enable the adjoining members to develop
and sustain their ultimate capacity.

2.2 Classification of RC Beam-Column Joints

The reinforced concrete beam-column joints used in frames may be classified in terms
of geometric configuration, structural behavior or detailing aspects.

2.2.1 Classification based on geometric configuration

Based on the fundamental differences in the mechanisms of beam bar anchorages, it is
customary to differentiate between interior and exterior joints.

a.

Exterior beam-column joints

Different types of exterior joints present in a building are shown in Fig 2.1. In a plane
frame, the corner joints at roof (Fig 2.1(a)) and at intermediate floor (Fig 2.1(d)) fall
under the category of exterior beam-column joints.

In case of a space frame, the roof corner joint (Fig 2.1(b)), the roof edge joint (Fig
2.1(c)), the intermediate floor corner joint (Fig 2.1(e)) and the intermediate floor edge
joint (Fig 2.1(f)) fall under the category of exterior beam-column joints.

18

(a) Plane frame roof
corner joint

(d) Plane frame floor
corner joint

(b) Space frame roof
corner joint

(c) Space frame roof
edge joint

(e) Space frame floor
corner joint

(f) Space frame floor
edge joint

Fig 2.1 Exterior beam-column joints in plane and space frames

b.

Interior beam-column joints

Different types of interior joints present in a building are shown in Fig 2.2. In a plane
frame, the middle joints at roof (Fig 2.2 (a)) and at intermediate floor (Fig 2.2 (b)) fall
under the category of interior beam-column joints.

In case of a space frame, the roof middle joint (Fig 2.2 (c)), and the intermediate floor
middle joint (Fig 2.2 (d)) fall under the category of interior beam-column joints.

2.2.2 Classification based on structural behavior

Based on the crack propagation in the joint region and failure mechanism under
loading, the joints can be classified as

19

(a) Plane frame
middle roof joint

(b) Plane frame
middle floor joint

(c) Space frame
middle roof joint

(d) Space frame
middle floor joint

Fig 2.2 Interior beam-column joints in plane and space frames

a.

Elastic beam-column joints

It is preferable to ensure that joints remain essentially in the elastic range throughout
the response of the structure. When inelastic deformations do not or cannot occur in
the beams and columns adjacent to a joint, the joint may be reinforced so as to remain
elastic even after a very large number of displacement reversals (Pauley and Priestley,
1992). Under such circumstances, smaller amounts of joint reinforcement generally
suffice. Such joints are classified as elastic joints and they seldom occur in practice.

b.

Inelastic beam-column joints

As a general rule, when subjected to design earthquake, plastic hinges are expected to
develop at the ends of the beams, immediately adjacent to the joint. In such cases,
after a few cycles of excursions into the inelastic range, it is not possible to prevent
some inelastic deformation occurring also in parts of the joint (Pauley and Priestley,
1992). This is due primarily to the penetration of inelastic strains along the reinforcing
bars of the beams into the joint. These joints are classified as inelastic joints. They
require larger amounts of joint shear reinforcement.

2.2.3 Classification based on detailing aspects

Earthquake resistant design and detailing of reinforced concrete structures was an
unpopular and neglected area in the design codes of the past (IS 456:1964, IS
5525:1969). As earthquakes gained importance over a period of time, the seismic
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design and detailing aspects were included in the more recent design codes (IS
4326:1976/1993, IS 1893:1984/2002, IS 13920:1993).

As a requirement of current code of practice (IS 13920:1993), since earthquake occurs
suddenly and without warning, it is very necessary in seismic design of structures to
avoid construction practices that cause brittle failure (sudden collapse). The current
seismic design philosophy relies heavily on the action of members to absorb the
vibrational energy resulting from strong ground motion by designing members to
behave in a ductile manner. In this manner even if earthquake of greater intensity than
foreseen occurs, complete collapse of the structure may be avoided. Fig 2.3 shows the
comparison of brittle and ductile load deflection behavior of a flexural member (Park
and Pauley 1975).

Load
Load

Ductile behaviour

Brittle behaviour

Deflection

Deflection

Fig 2.3 Load-deflection behavior of a flexural member

Whether a joint will behave in a brittle or ductile manner depends largely on the
reinforcement details of the joint. Based on their behavior under loading, the beamcolumn joints in a reinforced concrete structure can be classified as

a.

Non-ductile joints

Non-ductile or brittle joints are those, which do not undergo large deformations
beyond their yield point or elastic limit without a significant degradation in strength or
abrupt failure. Such joints typically have insufficient development lengths, short lap
splices, discontinuous reinforcements, larger stirrup spacing, and no confining
reinforcement in the joint core. Fig 2.4 shows typical old non-ductile detailing of (a)
beam-column joints of a reinforced concrete frame structure (ATC-40:1996, ACI
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Detailing Manual, 1988) and (b) a cantilever beam projecting from a beam over a
column (SP34:1987).

Discontinuous
reinforcement

Widely spaced ties

Widely spaced ties

No ties in
joint core

Short lap splice in
high stress region

Short lap splice in
high stress region
No ties in
joint core

(a) Beam-column joints in a frame

(b) Cantilever beam over a column

Fig 2.4 Typical non-ductile detailing prescribed by older codes of practice

b.

Ductile joints

Ductile joints have an ability to undergo large deformations and/or several cycles of
deformations beyond their yield point or elastic limit and maintain its strength without
significant degradation or abrupt failure. Such joints absorb much of the energy
through the hysteretic behavior under a severe earthquake. Large anchorage lengths,
long lap splices, continuous reinforcements, closer stirrup spacing, and presence of
confining reinforcement in the joint core characterize such joints. Fig 2.5 shows
typical ductile type reinforcement detailing prescribed by new codes of practice (IS
13920:1993, ACI Detailing Manual 1988) for (a) beam-column joints of a frame, (b)
anchorage of beam bars in external joint and (c) lap, splice in beam. Special confining
reinforcement is provided in the crucial zones such as in lap splices, near each joint
face, and on either side of any section where flexural yielding may occur under the
effect of earthquake forces.
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Continuous
reinforcement
through joint

Larger anchorage
length

Long lap splice with
special confining
reinforcement

Closely spaced ties
as special confining
reinforcement

(b) Anchorage of beam bars in external

Confining reinforcement in
joint core

(a) Ductile detailing for joints in frame

(c) Lap, Splice in beam

Fig 2.5 Ductile detailing prescribed by new codes of practice

2.3

Behavior of beam-column joints under load

Consider a frame of a reinforced concrete structure subjected to lateral loads as shown
in Fig 2.6 (a). The bending moment diagram (BMD) of the structure under such
lateral loading is shown in Fig 2.6 (b).

Let us now consider an interior beam-column joint of the frame. It can be seen from
the BMD that the moments in columns above and below the joint core are of opposite
signs. A similar inference can be made about the beam moments across the joint.
Therefore, the joint region is subjected to horizontal and vertical shear forces whose
magnitude is typically much higher than those observed in adjacent beams and
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columns. Therefore, if not properly designed, the joint core may undergo shear
failure. This issue will be further discussed in detail in the following subsections.

(a) Reinforced Concrete Frame

(b) Bending Moment Diagram (BMD)

Fig 2.6 Reinforced Concrete Frame Structure under Lateral Loads

2.3.1 Failure modes of a beam-column joint

As stated earlier, a beam-column joint is a region formed by the intersection of a
beam and a column. Therefore, it may be stated that, a beam-column joint primarily
consists of three elements viz. beam, column and the joint core, generally considered
as a part of column (ACI 352R-02).
Each of the three elements can undergo failure under different modes as enlisted
below

a. Flexural failure of beam.
b. Flexural failure of column.
c. Shear failure of beam.
d. Shear failure of column.
e. Shear failure of joint core.
f. Bond failure of reinforcement.
g. Combinations of various modes listed above.

A failure resulting from single mode is highly uncommon and generally a
combination of two or more of the above modes is responsible for the complete
failure. Although, joint failure typically means the shear failure of the joint core, but it
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is quite unlikely that it serve as the weakest link. The failure (or crack propagation)
usually initiates from beam or column, whichever is weaker, and then joint cracking
occurs. This is primarily due to the penetration of inelastic strains along the
reinforcing bars of the beams or columns into the joint. Therefore, if the joint core is
not designed for such forces, it is very much possible that ultimate failure results due
to excessive shear cracking in joint core.

The most favorable condition from seismic design point of view is to have joint core
essentially in the elastic range and formation of plastic hinges shall occur in beams.
However, when the plastic hinges are developed at the ends of the beams immediately
adjacent to a joint, it is not possible to prevent some inelastic deformation occurring in
the parts of joint also. Therefore, the ideal situation is to have plastic hinge formation
in beams at some distance away from the face of the joint. But it is not possible to
achieve this condition unless some special treatment is done to beams, e.g., special
design and detailing (Pauley and Priestley, 1992, Pampanin and Christopoulos, 2003,
Rao, Mahajan and Eligehausen, 2005), etc. Such treatment is out of scope of this
report and will not be discussed further.

Also the formation of flexural plastic hinges are preferred to those governed by shear.
This is due to the fact that shear failure essentially is brittle in nature in contrast to the
flexural failure, which is ductile.

2.3.2 Shear Forces in a Beam-Column Joint

The behavior of a joint is characterized by a complex interaction of shear, bond and
confinement mechanisms taking place in a quite limited area (Costa, J.L.D., 2003).
From Fig 2.6 above, it is clear that the lateral loading imposes such a bending moment
field in the beams and columns that moments with the same magnitude but of
opposite sign will take place on parallel faces of the joint. As a consequence, the joint
region is subjected to horizontal and vertical shear forces whose magnitude is Lc/hb
times the maximum shear force in the columns and Lb/hc times the maximum shear
force in the beams, respectively, where Lb and Lc are the lengths of beam and column
with depths hb and hc respectively, framing in the joint.
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2.3.2.1 Exterior Joints

When RC moment frames are subjected to lateral seismic loading, high shear forces
are generated in the joint core. Fig 2.7 shows the mechanics of exterior joint when
subjected to seismic forces. The lateral seismic loading on a frame leads to bending
moments and shear forces that can be simulated in the joint as shown in Fig 2.7 (a).
Here the length of the beam Lb is half of the bay width and Lc is the storey height. The
other dimensions are explained in the figure.
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Fig 2.7 Actions and Forces on an Exterior Joint

Fig 2.7 (b) shows the joint shear forces generated due to these external actions. From
equilibrium of the joint, as shown in Fig 2.7 (b), we get,

Vjh = Tb – Vc

(2.1)
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Now, we have

Tb = Mb/Zb = VbLb/Zb

(2.2)

Also, from the equilibrium of external actions, we have,

Vc = Vb(Lb+0.5hc)/Lc

(2.3)

Substituting (2) and (3) in (1), we get,

V jh = Vb

Lb Lb + 0.5hc
−
Zb
Lc

(2.4)

The horizontal joint shear stress can be obtained as

τ=

V jh
hc′bc′

(2.5)

where, h'c and b'c are the length and width of joint core respectively.
In general, for sufficient accuracy, we can consider,

Zb = db – d'b

(2.6)

Where,
db = Effective depth of the beam
d'b = Effective cover to compression reinforcement
Similarly, from equilibrium in vertical direction, we can get vertical joint shear.
However, it has been shown that (Park and Paulay, 1975; CEN 250; Paulay and Park,
1984; Tsonos, 2007)
V jv
V jh

=

hb
=α
hc

(2.7)
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where, α is the joint aspect ratio.
Now, vertical joint shear stress is given by,

σ=

V jv
hc′bc′

(2.8)

Thus, (5), (7) and (8), we have,

σ = ατ

(2.9)

The principal compressive stress, pc and tensile stress pt can be calculated as (

pc ,t =

σ
2

±

σ
2

1+

4τ 2

σ2

(2.10)

These principal stresses are responsible for diagonal failure of the joint. In order to
resist the principal diagonal tension forces, reinforcement in the joint core is required.
As shown in Fig 2.4, the older codes of practice did not recommend such
reinforcement for the joint core. Therefore, such joints are more susceptible to joint
shear failure than the joints detailed as per new codes and having reinforcement in the
joint core (Fig 2.5).

2.3.2.2 Interior Joints

In case of interior joints, the beam is running through the column (Fig 2.2). Therefore,
the longitudinal reinforcement of the beam that frames into the column either can
terminate within the joint core without bends (Fig 2.4) or can pass through and
through the joint (Fig 2.5). Consider an interior joint acted upon by a set of actions
(Pauley and Priestley, 1992) as shown in Fig 2.8 (a). The bending moment diagram
(BMD) and shear force diagram (SFD) are shown in Figs 2.8 (b) and (c) respectively.
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(a) Interior joint under a set of actions

(b) BMD

(c) SFD

Fig 2.8 Actions and Forces on an Interior Joint

From Fig 2.8 (b), it can be noticed that the bending moments just above and below the
joint change their nature with a steep gradient within the joint region thus causing
large shear forces in the joint compared to that in the column. In order to calculate the
horizontal shear force in the joint core, let us consider the equilibrium of the joint. Let
Mh and Ms be the hogging and sagging moments respectively acting on either side of

the joint core as shown in Fig 2.8 (a). Tb and Cb are the tensile and compressive forces
in the beam reinforcements. Vb is vertical beam shear and Vcol is horizontal column
shear.

Fig 2.9 shows the mechanics of interior joints more clearly. Similar to the expressions
for exterior joints, we can obtain relations for joint shear and principal stresses for
interior joint as shown in Fig 2.9.

V jh = 2Vb

Lb Lb + 0.5hc
−
Zb
Lc

(2.11)
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Fig 2.9 Mechanics of interior joint under seismic actions

In a similar way, the vertical joint shear force can be obtained. In the above
expressions, Lb is always the distance from the face of the column to the point of
contra-flexure of the beam.

These shear forces are responsible for diagonal tension and hence cracks in the joint.
In order to resist such diagonal tension forces, reinforcement in the joint core is
required. As shown in Fig 2.4, the older codes of practice did not recommend such
reinforcement for the joint core. Therefore, such joints are more susceptible to joint
shear failure than the joints detailed as per new codes and having reinforcement in the
joint core (Fig 2.5).

After a few cycles of inelastic loading, the bond deterioration initiated at the column
face due to yield penetration and splitting cracks, progresses towards the joint core.
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Repeated loading will aggravate the situation and a complete loss of bond up to the
beginning of the bent portion of the bar may take place. The longitudinal
reinforcement bar, if terminating straight, will get pulled out due to progressive loss of
bond. The pull out failure of the longitudinal bars of the beam results in complete loss
of flexural strength. This kind of failure is unacceptable at any stage. Hence, proper
anchorage of the beam longitudinal reinforcement bars in the joint core is of utmost
importance. More details on bond requirements are given in next chapter.

The pull out failure of bars in exterior joints can be prevented by the provision of
hooks or by some positive anchorage. Hooks are helpful in providing adequate
anchorage when furnished with sufficient horizontal development length and a tail
extension. Because of the likelihood of yield penetration into the joint core, the
development length is to be considered effective from the critical section beyond the
zone of yield penetration. Thus, the size of the member should accommodate the
development length considering the possibility of yield penetration. When the
reinforcement is subjected to compression, the tail end of hooks is not generally
helpful to cater to the requirements of development length in compression. However,
the horizontal ties in the form of transverse reinforcement in the joint provide
effective restraints against the hook when the beam bar is in compression.

2.4 Criteria for desirable performance of joints

In case of ductile structures designed for earthquake resistance may be formulated as
follows (Pauley and Priestley, 1992, Pauley, Park, and Priestley, 1978, Uma and
Prasad)

a. The strength of the joint should not be less than the maximum demand
corresponding to development of the structural plastic hinge mechanism for
the frame. This means that the joint should have sufficient strength to enable
the maximum capacities to be mobilized in adjoining members. This will
eliminate the need for repair in a relatively inaccessible region and for energy
dissipation by joint mechanisms.
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b. The capacity of the column should not be jeopardized by possible strength
degradation within the joint. The joint should also be considered as an integral
part of the column.

c. During moderate seismic disturbances, joint should preferably respond within
the elastic range.

d. Joint deformations should not significantly increase story drift.

e. The joint reinforcement necessary to ensure satisfactory performance should
not cause undue construction difficulties.

The seismic design philosophy relies on providing sufficient ductility to the structure
by which the structure can dissipate seismic energy. The structural ductility
essentially comes from the member ductility wherein the latter is achieved in the form
of inelastic rotations. In reinforced concrete members, the inelastic rotations spread
over definite regions called as plastic hinges. During inelastic deformations, the actual
material properties are beyond elastic range and hence damages in these regions are
obvious. The plastic hinges are “expected” locations where the structural damage can
be allowed to occur due to inelastic actions involving large deformations. Hence, in
seismic design, the damages in the form of plastic hinges are accepted to be formed in
beams rather than in columns. Mechanism with beam yielding is characteristic of
strong-column-weak beam behaviour in which the imposed inelastic rotational
demands can be achieved reasonably well through proper detailing practice in beams.
Therefore, in this mode of behaviour, it is possible for the structure to attain the
desired inelastic response and ductility.

The functional requirement of a joint, which is the zone of intersection of beams and
columns, is to enable the adjoining members to develop and sustain their ultimate
capacity. The demand on this finite size element is always severe especially under
seismic loading. The joints should have adequate strength and stiffness to resist the
internal forces induced by the framing members.
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2.5 Codal and other recommendations

As mentioned earlier, a system of diagonal compression strut and tension tie is
developed in the concrete core to transmit the joint shear forces. Some of the internal
forces, particularly those generated in the concrete will combine to develop a diagonal
strut (Paulay and Priestley 1992; Hakuto et al 2000; Paulay et al 1978). Other forces
transmitted to the joint core from beam and column bars by means of bond,
necessitate a truss mechanism. The strength of this diagonal strut controls the joint
strength before cracking. The transverse reinforcement in the joint helps confine the
concrete diagonal strut in the joint core thereby contributing to increased joint
strength. If the joint shear forces are large, diagonal cracking in the joint core occurs
followed by the crushing of concrete in joint core. The joint reinforcement alone is not
sufficient to avoid undesirable pinching in hysteretic loops at this stage (Murty et al
2003; ACI 352 1985; Stevens et al 1991).

Standards such as ACI 318 (2008) and NZS 3101 (1995) recommend to keep the
stresses in the joint below permissible limits. ACI 318 specifies this limit based on the
tensile strength of concrete by specifying the value of maximum permissible
horizontal joint shear stress as k f c′ , where, f'c is the cylinder compressive strength of
concrete and k is a parameter that depends on the confinement provided by the
members framing into the joint. It is sometimes argued (Hakuto et al 2000) that the
tension cracking criteria may be too conservative and the joint core may be capable of
transferring significantly higher shear forces after diagonal tension cracking also, by
means of diagonal compression strut mechanism. NZS 3101 recognizes this approach
and specifies that to avoid diagonal compression failure in the joints, the horizontal
shear stress shall not exceed a value of 0.2 f'c.
It is now recognized that principal stresses that consider the contribution of axial
forces also, provide better criteria for the damage in the joint (Priestley 1997;
Pampanin et al 2003). The values are prescribed as k fc′ , where, f'c is the cylinder
compressive strength of concrete and k is a parameter that depends on the type of
joint, type of reinforcement and end anchorage details. Priestley (1997) suggested the
critical principal tensile stress values for exterior and corner beam-column joints with
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deformed bars with bent-in and bent-out type end anchorages and Pampanin (2003)
has more recently suggested the same for exterior beam-column joints with plain
round bars and end hooks.
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3. BOND REQUIREMENTS OF BEAM-COLUMN JOINTS

3.1 Bond in General

Bond refers to the interaction between reinforcing steel and the surrounding concrete
that allows for transfer of tensile stress from the steel into the concrete. Bond is the
mechanism that allows for anchorage of straight reinforcing bars and influences many
other important features of structural concrete such as crack control and section
stiffness. Fig 3.1 shows a straight bar embedded into a block of concrete. When the
bond stress is sufficient to resist design tensile loads in the bar, then the bar is
“developed” and the embedment length necessary for anchorage of the fully stressed
reinforcing bar is referred to as its development length. The codes, e.g. IS 456:2000
prescribe to embed the reinforcement in concrete beyond the critical section, at least
up to one development length.

Fig 3.1 Simple concept of bond stresses (Thompson et al 2002)

The composite action of concrete and steel is due to bond forces between these two
materials. The bond plays a dominant role with respect to seismic behavior because it
affects stiffness and energy dissipation capacity. The relative slip between the plain
bars and the surrounding concrete depends both on the steel strain, and the concrete
strain. However, concrete strain is usually disregarded since its value is negligible
with respect to steel strain (Costa, J.L.D., 2003).

The significant parameters that influence the bond performance of the reinforcing bar
are confinement, clear distance between the bars and nature of the surface of the bar
(Uma and Prasad). Confinement of the embedded bar is very essential to improving
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the bond performance in order to transfer the tensile forces. The relevant confinement
is obtained from axial compression due to the column and with reinforcement that
helps in arresting the splitting cracks.

3.2 Bond with Deformed Bars

When a deformed reinforcement bar is pulled out from a concrete block, relative
movements between steel and concrete (slip) occur. Deformed reinforcing bars
develop bond stresses by means of transverse ribs that bear directly on the concrete.
As tensile forces develop in a reinforcing bar, transverse cracks propagate from the
edges of the ribs as shown in Fig 3.2 (Goto 1971). The bond stress produced by the
bearing of the ribs is not uniform and the local bond stress can be even more than
twice the average bond stress (Mains 1951). Bond stress peaks near cracks and tapers
off as the concrete carries more of the tensile load. The bond stress then reverses sign
when another primary crack is formed. A bar does not uniformly yield in cracked
concrete when it is properly bonded and the yielding occurs only locally near cracks
(Thompson et al 2002).

Fig 3.2 Bond Cracking Mechanism (Costa, J.L.D., 2003)

Bearing stresses on the ribs act in a direction roughly normal to the face of the rib as
shown in Fig 3.3a (Thompson et al 2002). These bearing forces can be split into
parallel and perpendicular components (Fig 3.3b). The components parallel to the bar
constitute the bond responsible for resisting the tensile force in the reinforcement. The
components perpendicular to the bar act outward from the bar surface as splitting
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stresses on the concrete. These radial splitting stresses are counteracted by ring
tension stresses in the concrete surrounding the reinforcing bar, (Fig 3.3c). Ultimately,
the radial splitting stresses exceed the tensile capacity of the surrounding concrete and
splitting cracks begin to propagate from the bar surface.

(a) Bearing stresses on ribs

(b) Bearing stress components

(c) Radial splitting and longitudinal bearing forces

Fig 3.3 Components of Bearing Stresses on Ribs (Thompson et al 2002)

The slip is mainly caused by the crushing of concrete in front of the lugs
(Eligehausen, Popov and Bertero, 1983). At first, the bond resistance is made up by
adhesion. On further loading, the mechanical interlocking of cement paste on the
macroscopic irregularities of the bar surface along with mechanical interlocking
between the lugs and concrete are mobilized. This high pressure on the concrete in
front of the lugs causes tensile stresses in the concrete around the bar, which in turn,
create internal inclined cracks called bond cracks as shown in Fig 3.2.

These bond cracks modify the response of concrete to loading. The stiffness is
reduced and therefore for small increment in bond stresses, larger slip increments will
result as compared to the case before cracking. After the occurrence of bond cracks,
the stress transfer from steel to the surrounding concrete is achieved by inclined
compressive forces spreading from the lugs into the concrete. The components of
these forces parallel to the reinforcement bar axis are proportional to bond stress, .
The radial component, with respect to bar axis, loads the concrete like an internal
pressure and induces tensile hoop stresses which cause splitting cracks. If the concrete
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is unconfined, the bond stresses will fall to zero after this point (Eligehausen, Popov
and Bertero, 1983).

However, if the concrete is well confined, the load can be increased further. When
approaching the peak bond resistance, shear cracks in a part of the concrete keys
between the ribs are initiated (Fig 3.3). With increasing slip, an increasing area of
concrete between lugs is affected by shear failure, and consequently the bond is
reduced. After a certain stage later on, the concrete between lugs is completely
sheared off, and the only mechanism left is frictional resistance (Eligehausen, Popov
and Bertero, 1983).

Bond can fail in multiple ways. The longitudinal bond stresses can exceed the shear
strength of the concrete keys between ribs and the bar can be pulled freely. More
commonly though, splitting cracks will propagate from the bar to the surface of the
concrete and the cover will spall off. Fig 3.4 (Thompson et al 2002) shows some of
the many splitting cracks that can occur. The type of splitting failure that occurs in
unconfined concrete is governed by bar spacing and cover dimensions. Limitless
cover does not provide limitless bond. Beyond a certain level of splitting resistance,
pullout failure will govern. Typically though, splitting resistance governs the level of
bond stress that concrete can sustain.

Fig 3.4 Possible splitting crack failures (Thompson et al 2002)

As a rib begins to bear on the concrete a wedge of crushed paste is formed in front of
the rib. This wedge acts to change the effective face angle of the rib (Fig 3.5). Thus,
the bond angle tends to change as a reinforcing bar acquires load. The effect of this is
that radial splitting stresses tend to increase at a rate greater than the longitudinal bond
stresses as tensile load in the reinforcing bar rises.
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Initial Bearing of Rib on Concrete

Initial Bearing of Rib on Concrete

Fig 3.5 Mechanics of rib bearing on concrete

In summary, the inclined cracks initiate at relatively low bond stresses at the point of
contact between steel and concrete (Goto, 1971). The length and width of these cracks
are arrested by the restraint offered by secondary reinforcement. With increasing slip,
the concrete in front of the lugs will get crushed. The bond forces that transfer the
steel force into the concrete are inclined with respect to longitudinal bar axis. On
increasing the stress in the bar further, more slip occurs because more local crushing
takes place and later, shear cracks in the concrete keys are initiated (Fig 3.2). This
leads to a rapid decrease in the slope of the bond stress-slip curve. At maximum bond
resistance, a part of the concrete key between the lugs has been sheared off.

When more slip is induced, an increasingly larger part of the concrete is sheared off
without much drop in bond resistance. Lesser and lesser force is needed to shear off
the remaining bits of the concrete keys to smooth out the surface of the shear crack.
When the slip is equal to the clear lug distance, it means that the lugs have travelled
into the position of the neighbouring rib before loading. At this stage, only the
frictional resistance is left, which is practically independent of the deformation pattern
or the related rib area.

An important point of the above discussion is that the gradual shearing off of the
concrete keys is possible only in the case of well confined (restrained) concrete. If the
confinement provided by the transverse reinforcement cannot prevent the excessive
growth of eventually developing splitting cracks, the bars will be pulled out before the
concrete keys are sheared off.
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3.3 Bond under cyclic loading

As per Rehm and Eligehausen (1977), the influence of repeated loads on the slip and
bond strength of deformed bars is similar to that on the deformation and failure
behavior of un-reinforced concrete loaded in compression. The bond strength
decreases with increasing number of cycles between constant bond stresses (fatigue
strength of bond). The slip under peak load and the residual slip increase considerably
as the number of cycles increases.

If no fatigue failure of bond occurs during cycling and the load is increased
afterwards, the monotonic envelope is reached again and followed thereafter.
Therefore, provided the peak load is smaller than the load corresponding to the fatigue
strength of bond, a pre-applied repeated load influences the behaviour of bond under
service load but does not adversely affect the bond behaviour near failure compared to
monotonic loading.

Although many factors related to early concrete damage (micro-cracking and microcrushing due to high local stresses at the lugs) may be involved in this bond behaviour
during repeated loads, the main cause of the slip increase under constant peak bond
stress is creep of concrete between lugs (Rehm and Eligehausen 1977).

In case of cyclic loading, if the slip is reversed before the shear cracks develop in the
concrete keys, for the first loading cycle, the response is exactly same as that of the
monotonic curve. During unloading, at zero load a gap remains open with slip
between the lug and the surrounding concrete, because only a small fraction of slip
that is caused by elastic concrete deformations is recovered during unloading.

When an additional slip in the reversed direction is imposed, some frictional
resistance is built up. This resistance is small and is represented by the bond stressslip curve almost parallel to the slip axis, close to zero bond stress. The bar therefore
slips in the opposite side and then the lug is again in contact with concrete and a gap
is opened on the other side of the lug. Due to concrete blocking any further movement
of the bar lug, a sharp rise in the stiffness of hysteretic curve occurs and the bond
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stress-slip relationship in the opposite direction again follows the monotonic envelope
closely.

A different behaviour is followed if the slip is reversed after the initiation of shear
cracks in the concrete keys. In this case, the bond resistance is reduced compared to
the monotonic envelope. When loading in the reverse direction, the lug presses
against a key whose resistance is lowered by shear cracks over a part of its length
induced by the first half cycle. Furthermore, the old relatively wide inclined cracks
will probably close at higher loads than in the cycle for the case of slip reversal before
shear crack initiation, thus complicating the transfer of inclined bond forces into the
surrounding concrete. Therefore, shear cracks in the undamaged side of the concrete
side might be initiated at lower loads and join the old shear cracks. Therefore the bond
resistance is reduced compared to the monotonic envelope. When reversing the slip
again, only the remaining intact parts of the concrete between lugs must be sheared
off, resulting in an even lower maximum resistance. Fig 3.6 shows the typical bond
stress-slip curve for deformed bars under cyclic loading (Eligehausen et al 1983).

Fig 3.6 Bond-slip cyclic relationship for deformed bars (Eligehausen et al. 1983)

If a large slip is imposed during the first half cycle, resulting in the shearing off of
almost the total concrete key, when moving the bar back, a higher frictional resistance
must be overcome than earlier two cases. This is because the concrete surface is rough
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along the entire width of the lugs. In such case the maximum resistance offered s even
lower.

Thus, it follows that if the bar is cycled between constant peak values of slips on
either side, the main damage is done during the first cycle itself. During subsequent
cycles, the concrete at the cylindrical surface where shear failure occurred is mainly
ground off, decreasing its interlocking and frictional resistance.

3.4 Bond in RC Beam-Column Joints

The joint resistance mechanism depends on bond forces along its perimeter so that a
truss mechanism can be mobilized and on a compressed diagonal strut between
corners. These are rather brittle modes of behaviour, which explains the very limited
capacity that joints have in dissipating energy and maintaining their strength.

The flexural forces from the beams and columns cause tension or compression forces
in the longitudinal reinforcements passing through the joint. During plastic hinge
formation, relatively large tensile forces are transferred through bond. When the
longitudinal bars at the joint face are stressed beyond yield splitting cracks are
initiated along the bar at the joint face which is referred to as ‘yield penetration’
(Uma, Prasad). Adequate development length for the longitudinal bar is to be ensured
within the joint taking yield penetration into consideration. Therefore, the bond
requirement has a direct implication on the sizes of the beams and columns framing
into the joint.

The contribution of the diagonal compression strut is significant during the first cycle
in the inelastic range. However it deteriorates with the increase of the inelastic loading
cycles. This is due to the fact that cycling at high levels of inelastic deformation
causes permanent elongation on the beam bars and leads to full depth open cracks at
the beam-joint interface (Costa, J.L.D., 2003). Under these conditions flexural
compression from the beams becomes negligible. The compressive forces are then
transmitted to the longitudinal bars of the beams, which significantly increase the
bond stresses along the horizontal perimeters of the joint core. This leads to a drastic
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reduction in the contribution of the concrete strut to the transfer of horizontal joint
shear and a consequent increase in the contribution of the truss mechanism.

The mobilization of the truss mechanism depends intimately on the effectiveness of
bond between the steel bars and the surrounding concrete. The bond has a very poor
response in terms of energy dissipation, stiffness and strength degradation under
inelastic cycling. Thus, it can be concluded that the development of plastic hinges in
the end sections of the beams seriously affects the ability of the joint to resist in a
stable manner the induced shear forces. Again, joints whose columns are low axially
loaded are the most sensitive to bond deterioration since compression helps to
maintain the bond mechanism (Costa, J.L.D., 2003).

Joint horizontal shear reinforcement improves anchorage of beam bars (Ichinose,
1991). But, there is an upper bound to the beneficial effects of confinement. At this
limit, maximum bond strength is attained beyond which the crushing of concrete in
front of the rib portion of the deformed bar occurs. Research indicates better bond
performance when the clear distance between the longitudinal bars is less than 5 times
the diameter of the bar (Eligehausen, Popov and Bertero, 1983). As expected, the
deformed bars give better performance in bond. The behavior of the reinforcing bar in
bond also depends on the quality of concrete around the bar.

In exterior joints the beam longitudinal reinforcement that frames into the column
terminates within the joint core. After a few cycles of inelastic loading, the bond
deterioration initiated at the column face due to yield penetration and splitting cracks,
progresses towards the joint core. Repeated loading will aggravate the situation and a
complete loss of bond up to the beginning of the bent portion of the bar may take
place. The longitudinal reinforcement bar, if terminating straight, will get pulled out
due to progressive loss of bond.

In an interior joint, the force in a bar passing continuously through the joint changes
from compression to tension. This causes a push-pull effect which imposes severe
demand on bond strength and necessitates adequate development length within the
joint. The development length has to satisfy the requirements for compression and for
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tension forces in the same bar. Insufficient development length and the spread of
splitting cracks into the joint core may result in slippage of bars in the joint.

Slippage of bar occurs when the limiting bond stress is exceeded within the available
development length. In the case of interior joints, the column depth is the available
development length for the straight longitudinal bars passing through the joint. Hence,
for a given limiting bond stress, the ratio of development length to the bar diameter
becomes a constant value. Research has shown that when the development length is
greater than 28 bar diameters little or no bond degradation was observed with respect
to various shear stress levels in the joint (Leon 1990).
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4. LITERATURE REVIEW OF BEAM-COLUMN JOINT MODELS

Many researchers have attempted to model the behaviour of RC beam-column joints
following various approaches that include, lumped plasticity models, multi-spring
models, finite element simulations and fracture mechanics based approaches. A
summary of the various approaches followed in the past is given here. In general the
models proposed for RC beam-column joints can be classified as

1. Models based on experiments
2. Models based on analytical studies

These are discussed in details as under.

4.1 Models based on experiments

Some of the earliest work to simulate the inelastic response of reinforced concrete
frames relied on the calibration of the “plastic-hinges” within beam-column line
elements to introduce the inelastic action of the beam-column joint. These models are
essentially based on experiments conducted on full or reduced scale beam-column
joints under cyclic excitations. Several geometric curves and rules defining the
hysteretic behaviour of the connections are proposed.

4.1.1 Townsend and Hanson (1973)

Townsend and Hanson (1973) introduced a set of polynomial expressions which
represent the hysteretic behaviour of beam-column connections and account for the
observed stiffness degradation.

4.1.2 Anderson and Townsend (1977)

Anderson and Townsend (1977) proposed a degrading trilinear joint model whose
parameters are determined to match a series of experimental results from exterior
beam-column joint tests.
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4.1.3 Soleimani et al (1979)

Soleimani et al (1979) introduced the concept of effective length by which the
curvature at the beam-column interface if multiplied to yield the fixed end rotation.

The parameters defining the hysteretic behaviour of the connection were selected to
best fit the observed behaviour and were not derived from physical interpretation of
the mechanisms contributing to such behaviour. Therefore, the generalization and
objectivity of such models so as to make them applicable for different configurations
and loading conditions is doubtful. Such models therefore remained rather unpopular
and will not be discussed further here.

4.2 Models based on analytical studies

Several models have been proposed in the past based on analytical studies by various
researchers. These models can be further subdivided as

1. Rotational hinge models
2. Multiple spring models

4.2.1 Rotational Hinge Models

These models are typically composed of a bilinear or trilinear monotonic envelope
curve and an associated set of hysteretic rules defining behaviour under cyclic load
reversals. Several researchers proposed such models.

4.2.1.1 Otani (1974)

Otani (1974) used a bilinear idealization of the envelope curve and computed the
characteristic points of this bilinear envelope curve with an assumption that bond
stresses are constant along the development length of the reinforcing bars and that the
reinforcing embedment length is long enough to develop steel forces of required
magnitude. The fixed end rotation was found to be proportional to the square of the
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moment acting at the beam-column interface. Takeda (1970) rule (Fig 4.1) was used
as the associated hysteretic rule.

Fig 4.1 Takeda’s hysteretic rule

4.2.1.2 Banon et al (1981)

Banon et al (1981) also followed basically the same assumptions as Otani and
employed a bilinear envelope curve in connection with Takeda’s hysteretic rule.
However, they included the observed pinching effect due to bond slip and shear
sliding. The model was used to represent the inelastic deformations due to slippage of
the reinforcement.

4.2.1.3 Fillipou et al (1983, 1988)

The assumptions followed in the above two models do not agree with the
experimental evidences and they appear to be on unsafe side with respect to the
strength and stiffness of the joint. Moreover they have one shortcoming in common
that the experimentally observed slip-through of reinforcing bars in interior joints of
commonly used dimensions is not taken into account. This leads to an interaction
between the two column ends so that no unique moment-rotation relationship can be
derived for one end, unless the actions at the other end are accounted for. Moreover
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they fail to provide an understanding and analytical description of mechanisms
leading to the observed significant stiffness degradation in RC beam-column joints.

Fillipou et al (1983, 1988) proposed model that can give due consideration to the
effect of bond deterioration on hysteretic behaviour of the joints. Fig 4.2 shows the
analytical model of the joint subelement that accounts for the fixed-end rotations
which arise at the beam-column interface of RC members due to bond deterioration
and slippage of reinforcement in the joint and in the girder region adjacent to the joint.

Fig 4.2 Beam-column joint subelement by Fillipou et al (1983, 1988)

The proposed model consists of a concentrated rotational spring located at each girder
end. The two springs are connected by an infinitely rigid bar to form the joint
subelement. The moment-rotation relation of the rotational springs is derived using
the detailed model by Filippou et al. (1983) which accounts for the geometry, material
properties and reinforcement layout of the connection. A different moment-rotation
relation can be prescribed at each connection. The moment-rotation relation of the
rotational springs of the joint subelement is based on a bilinear elastic-strain
hardening envelope curve.

The envelope curves are established with the aid of the joint model in Filippou et al.
(1983) once the dimensions of a particular joint and the arrangement of the
reinforcement are known. This process takes place as follows: the beam-column joint
model which represents a particular connection of the frame under investigation is
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subjected to monotonically increasing girder end moments. These give rise to
concentrated rotations due to reinforcing bar pull-out at the beam-column interface.

Thus, the model presented by Fillipou et al was the most detailed and was based on
pure mechanics of the joints. The model was easier to implement and also, the results
matched reasonably well with the experiments. However, the biggest limitation was
that the model did not give due consideration to the joint shear and diagonal cracking
in the hysteretic behaviour of beam-column joints.

4.2.1.4 El-Metwally and Chen (1988)

El-Metwally and Chen (1988) modelled the joint mechanically as a concentrated
rotational spring and utilized the thermodynamics of irreversible processes to obtain
spring stiffness. In the proposed model, the connection is assumed to be properly
designed and have adequate shear strength. Thus, the joint is modelled mechanically
as a concentrated rotational spring using the assumptions that (1) anchorage failure for
longitudinal reinforcement embedded in the joint controls inelastic joint action under
earthquake loading and (2) total energy dissipation due to anchorage failure is
approximately constant for all beam-column joints. The biggest disadvantage of the
model is that it requires the moment rotation data from beam-column joint
experiments to calculate the required parameters.

4.2.1.5 Kunnath et al (1995)

Kunnath et al. (1995) modified the flexural capacities of the beams and columns of
gravity load designed RC frames to model insufficient positive beam bar anchorage
and inadequate joint shear capacity implicitly. To account for insufficient positive
beam bar anchorage, the pullout moment capacity of the beam was approximated as
the ratio of the embedment length to the required development length per ACI 318–89
multiplied by the yield moment of the section. This approximation required that the
yield strength of the discontinuous steel be reduced by the ratio of the actual to the
required anchorage length. To model inadequate joint shear capacity, the flexural
capacities of the beams and columns framing into the joint were reduced to a level
that would induce shear failure of the joint. The proposed procedure was utilized in
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inelastic dynamic time history analyses of typical three-, six-, and nine-story gravity
designed RC frames, which revealed that they are susceptible to damage from joint
shear failures and weak column-strong beam effects leading to soft-story collapses.

4.2.1.6 Alath and Kunnath (1995)

Alath and Kunnath (1995) modeled the joint shear deformation with a rotational
spring model with degrading hysteresis. The finite size of the joint panel was taken
into account by introducing rigid links (Fig 4.3). The envelope to the shear stressstrain relationship was determined empirically, whereas the cyclic response was
captured with a hysteretic model that was calibrated to experimental cyclic response.
The model was validated through a comparison of simulated and experimental
response of a typical GLD RC frame interior beam-column joint subassembly.

Fig 4.3 Beam-Column Joint model by Alath and Kunnath (1995)

Again, the biggest disadvantage of the above mentioned models is that they require
the moment rotation data from beam-column joint experiments to calculate the
required parameters.

4.2.1.7 Pampanin et al (2003)

A simple model has been more recently proposed by Pampanin et al. (2002) that
consists of a non-linear rotational spring that permits to model the relative rotation
between beams and columns converging into the node and to describe the post-
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cracking shear deformation of the joint panel (Fig 4.4). Beam and column elements
are modelled as one dimensional element with lumped plasticity in the end sections
with an associated moment-curvature relationships defined by a section analysis. The
effect of moment-axial load interaction is taken into account for columns. To
represent the real geometric dimensions of the joint panel region, rigid elements are
used to connect the beam and column members to the rotational spring.

Fig 4.4 Model for RC beam-column joints by Pampanin et al (2002)

The definition of the moment-rotation relationship of the rotational spring is based on
the results of experimental tests performed at the Department of Structural Mechanics
of the University of Pavia (Pampanin et al., 2002). A relation between the shear
deformation and the principal tensile stress in the panel region was found and
transformed into a moment-rotation relation to be assigned to the rotational spring.
The shear deformation is assumed to be equal to the rotation of the spring and the
moment is deduced as corresponding to the principal tensile stress evaluated on the
basis of Mohr theory.

4.2.1.8 Comment on Rotational Hinge Models

The rotational-hinge joint model provides a means of independently characterizing
inelastic joint action with only a moderate increase in computational effort. But, this
approach does not facilitate the development of objective and accurate calibration
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procedures. It requires that data from experimental testing of beam-column joint subassemblages be used to develop a one-dimensional joint moment-rotation relationship.
Developing such a model that can be used to predict the response of joints with
different design details requires either a large number of data sets and a sophisticated
calibration procedure or multiple models for joints with different design details.
Currently, there are not sufficient data in the literature to support the development of
models that are appropriate for a broad range of joint designs.

4.2.2 Multiple Spring Models

Multiple spring models is a more realistic and objective extension of the rotational
spring models. Instead of using a single rotational spring, this approach recommends
to use various springs to model different mechanisms of the joints. A nice review of
multiple spring models is given by Celik and Elingwood (2007).

4.2.2.1 Biddah and Ghobarah (1999)

Biddah and Ghobarah (1999) modeled the joint with separate rotational springs that
modelled the joint shear and bond-slip deformations (Fig 4.4).

Fig 4.4 Beam-Column Joint model by Biddah and Ghobarah (1999)
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The shear stress-strain relationship of the joint was simulated using a tri-linear
idealization based on a softening truss model (Hsu, 1988), while the cyclic response
of the joint was captured with a hysteretic relationship with no pinching effect. The
bond-slip deformation was simulated with a bilinear model based on previous
analytical and experimental data. The cyclic response of the bond-slip spring was
captured with a hysteretic relationship that accounts for pinching effects. They
utilized this joint element in performing dynamic analyses of three- and nine-story
gravity load designed RC buildings. They compared the dynamic response of three
and nine-story frames modelled with joint elements to the response of similar frames
with rigid joints when subjected to strong motion records. The comparisons revealed
that accounting for joint shear and bond-slip deformations in modelling results in
significantly larger drifts, particularly for the nine-story frame.

4.2.2.2 Elmorsi et al (2000)
Elmorsi et al (2000) proposed an approach where beams and columns are described by
elastic elements and are connected to the joint through the interposition of non-linear
transitional elements. The effective node panel region is modelled with another element
constituted by 10 joints (Fig 4.5).

Fig 4.5 Beam column joint model by Elmorsi et al (2000)
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This model allows to describe the material behaviours with the introduction of the stressstrain relationships of steel and concrete. Concrete is defined by two different
relationships defining the pre and post cracking behaviour. Longitudinal reinforcing steel
bars are modeled with non-linear elements placed along the upper and lower sides of the
joint panel. Furthermore this model allows the introduction of a "bond-slip element" to
represent the slipping of steel bars.

4.2.2.3 Youssef and Ghobarah (2001)

Youssef and Ghobarah (2001) proposed a joint element (Fig 4.6) in which two
diagonal translational springs connecting the opposite corners of the panel zone
simulate the joint shear deformation; 12 translational springs located at the panel zone
interface simulate all other modes of inelastic behaviour (e.g., bond-slip, concrete
crushing)—elastic elements were used for the joining elements. The model was
validated using experimental test results of ductile and nonductile exterior beamcolumn joints. This model requires a large number of translational springs and a
separate constitutive model for each spring, which may not be available and restricts
its applicability.

Rigid Members
Shear springs

Elastic beam element

Pin Joint

Concrete and steel
springs

Fig 4.6 Beam-column joint model by Youssef and Ghobarah (2001)
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4.2.2.4 Lowes et al (2003)

Lowes and Altoontash [2003] proposed a 4-node 12-degree-of-freedom (DOF) joint
element (Fig 4.7) that explicitly represents three types of inelastic mechanisms of
beam-column joints under reversed cyclic loading. Eight zero-length translational
springs simulate the bond-slip response of beam and column longitudinal
reinforcement; a panel zone component with a zero-length rotational spring simulates
the shear deformation of the joint; and four zero-length shear springs simulate the
interface-shear deformations.

Fig 4.7 Beam-column joint model by Lowes et al (2003)

The envelope and cyclic response of the bar stress versus slip deformation
relationship were developed from tests of anchorage-zone specimens and assumptions
about the bond stress distribution within the joint. To define the envelope to the shear
stress-strain relationship of the panel zone, the modified-compression field theory
(MCFT) (Vecchio and Collins, 1986) was utilized. The cyclic response of the panel
zone was modelled by a highly pinched hysteresis relationship, deduced from
experimental data provided by Stevens et al. (1991). A relatively stiff elastic loaddeformation response was assumed for the interface-shear components.

Lowes et al. [2004] later attempted to model the interface-shear based on
experimental data; this effort also predicted a stiff elastic response for the interface-
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shear. Mitra and Lowes [2004] subsequently evaluated the model by comparing the
simulated response with the experimental response of beam-column joint
subassemblies. The experimental data included specimens with at least a minimal
amount of transverse reinforcement in the panel zone, which is consistent with the
intended use of the model. Joints with no transverse reinforcement, a reinforcing
detail typical in GLD RC frames, were excluded from this study. It was noted that in
joints with low amounts of transverse reinforcement, shear is transferred primarily
through a compression strut, a mechanism, which is stronger and stiffer than predicted
by the MCFT.

The model is therefore not suitable for the analysis of the joints of gravity load
designed frames with no transverse reinforcement.

4.2.2.5 Altoontash (2004)

Altoontash (2004) simplified the model proposed by Lowes and Altoontash (2003) by
introducing a model consisting of four zero-length rotational springs located at beamand column-joint interfaces, which simulate the member-end rotations due to bondslip behaviour, while the panel zone component with a rotational spring remains to
simulate the shear deformation of the joint (Fig 4.8).

Fig 4.8 Beam-column joint model by Altoontash (2004)
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The constitutive relationship (i.e., the envelope and the cyclic response) for the panel
zone from Lowes and Altoontash (2003) was retained, enabling the calculation of
constitutive parameters based on material properties, joint geometry, joint reinforcing
steel ratio, and axial load. However, calibration of constitutive parameters was still
required for joints with no transverse reinforcement to overcome the limitation of the
MCFT for such joints. He adapted the constitutive model developed for the
translational bond-slip springs in Lowes and Altoontash (2003) in a fiber section
analysis to derive the constitutive model for the member- end rotational springs, but
noted that detailed information on bond-slip response is needed. Furthermore, the
development length was assumed to be adequate to prevent complete pullout.

The model is still not suitable for the analysis of the joints of gravity load designed
frames with no transverse reinforcement.

4.2.2.6 Shin and LaFave (2004)

Shin and LaFave (2004) represented the joint by rigid elements located along the
edges of the panel zone and rotational springs embedded in one of the four hinges
linking adjacent rigid elements (Fig 4.9).

Fig 4.9 Beam-column joint model by Shin and LaFave (2004)
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The envelope to the joint shear stress-strain response was approximated by the MCFT,
whereas experimental data were used to calibrate the cyclic response. Two rotational
springs (in series) located at beam-joint interfaces simulate the member-end rotations
due to bond-slip behaviour of the beam longitudinal reinforcement and plastic hinge
rotations due to inelastic behaviour of the beam separately. The proposed joint model
is intended for RC beam-column joints of ductile moment frames designed and
detailed following modern seismic code requirements.

LaFave and Shin (2005) discussed the use of the MCFT in defining the envelope to
the shear stress-strain relationship of the panel zone. The authors collected from the
literature experimental joint shear stress and strain data of 50 RC interior joint
subassemblies that failed in joint shear. The envelope responses to the experimental
data typically follow a quad-linear curve that connects three key points
(corresponding to joint shear cracking, reinforcement yielding, and joint shear
strength) starting from the origin and has a degrading slope once past the joint shear
strength. For each of the experimental subassemblies, the authors applied the MCFT
as described by Lowes and Altoontash [2003] to determine the ordinates of the
envelope points, particularly the maximum joint shear stress (i.e., joint shear
strength). Comparison of the ratio of analytical (MCFT) to experimental maximum
joint shear stress versus the ratio of transverse joint shear reinforcement provided to
thatrequired by ACI 318–02 [ACI Committee 318, 2002] revealed that the MCFT
approach consistently underestimates the joint shear strength for joints that do not
satisfy the joint reinforcement requirement per ACI 318–02. Hence, the MCFT may
be inappropriate for modeling GLD RC frames, which have little or no joint
transverse shear reinforcement.

4.2.2.7 Comment on Multiple spring models

The multiple spring models are in general more accurate and are based on mechanics
of joints. However, in certain cases, they also need large experimental data for
calibration. The limitations of such models are:

1. They need larger computational effort as compared to rotational hinge models.
2. Often need a special element incorporated in software.
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3. Most of the available models are not suitable for joints of gravity designed
frames.

4.3 Summary of Existing Models

Many researchers have proposed various models to capture the inelastic behaviour of
reinforced concrete beam-column connections under seismic excitations. The first
models begin with the experimental studies based models but they were found to be
unobjective. As the understanding of the behaviour of beam-column connections
grew, more detailed and accurate models could be proposed. Rotational spring models
recommend modelling the joint as a rotational spring connecting beam and column
elements, even though it is not so straightforward in reality. The moment-rotation
characteristics determination in such a case needs large and careful calibration. The
multiple spring models definitely recommend models that are much closer to reality
by modelling shear behaviour and slip behaviour by different springs but they need
special purpose programs or elements for implementation. Moreover, many of such
models are not suitable for the joints of gravity designed RC frames without any
transverse reinforcement, the case that is most critical and needs maximum
consideration. Therefore, there is still a large scope to develop realistic models that
can not only predict the behaviour of even poor detailed beam-column connections
well but are also are implementable in general purpose nonlinear analysis programs
e.g. SAP2000, STAADPro, NISA civil to name a few. At the same time, it is also
needed that the model is closer to reality from the consideration of deformation
behaviour and load resisting mechanism. An attempt is made in this work to propose
such a model.
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5. FORMULATIONS FOR PROPOSED MODEL

As listed in previous chapter, several models are available in literature to model the
reinforced concrete beam-column connections. However, there is still a need to
develop, realistic, objective and easily implementable models that can enable not only
researchers but also the designers using general purpose programs to give due
consideration to the inelastic behaviour of RC beam-column connections. In this
chapter, the basis and formulations for such a model are proposed.

5.1 Contribution of Joint Shear Deformation to Storey Drift

The typical deformed shape of a shear building under an earthquake is shown in Fig
5.1 below. The inter-storey drift is given as the difference in the deformation of two
successive stories.
∆3

∆2

∆1

Fig 5.1 Typical deformed shape of framed structures under earthquakes

At the joint level, the contribution to joint shear deformation to storey drift is shown
in Fig 5.2 for exterior joints and in Fig 5.3 for interior joints. As seen here, due to the
joint shear deformation, γ j , the column experiences a relative shear displacement of

γ j hb , where hb is the total depth of the beam. This deformation can be divided into
two as ∆c = γ j hb / 2 for the column half above the beam centre line and

∆ c = γ j hb / 2

for

the column half below the beam centre line. This deformation is in addition to any
shear deformations in the column due to external shear forces.
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Again, as seen from Figs 5.2 and 5.3, due to joint shear deformation, the beam
experiences a rotation of γ j due to which the beam tip displacement is equal to
∆ b = γ j Lb , where Lb is the length of the beam tip (mid point of beam in case of

buildings) from the face of the column. Again, this rotation is due only to the shear
deformation of the joint and is in addition to any rotation in the beam that occurs due
to external bending moment.

jhb/2

j
jLb

hb

j

Lb

jhb/2

Fig 5.2 Contribution of joint deformation to storey drift for exterior joints
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jhb/2
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j

Lb

jhb/2

Fig 5.3 Contribution of joint deformation to storey drift for interior joints

5.2 Modelling the Contribution of Joint Shear Deformation to Storey Drift

Based on the above discussed deformational behaviour of joint, the best way to model
the contribution of joint shear deformation to overall storey drift should be a model
that can consider the shear deformations in column and rotation in beam due to joint
shear deformation. One reasonable way to model this behaviour is as shown in Fig 5.4
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where shear springs in the column portion and the rotational springs in the beam
region are assigned.

jhb/2

j
jLb

hb

j

Lb

jhb/2

Fig 5.4 Modelling of joint deformational behaviour

This kind of model can be, in a very straightforward manner, applied to general
purpose programs where the beam and column members are modelled as frame
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elements with 6 degrees of freedom at both ends and the springs are the regions of
concentrated plasticity with user defined characteristics (Fig 5.5).

Vc

Lc
V

hb

hc/2

Lb

Vc
Fig 5.5 Implementation of model in frame elements
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Fig 5.5 shows the springs needed to capture only the joint behaviour. In order to
capture the complete deformational behaviour of beams, columns and the joints, shear
and rotational springs for beams and columns must also be modelled. Formulations to
calculate flexural and shear hinge characteristics for members is given in Appendix.
Note that, although here, the modelling is shown only for exterior joints, the same
model with another rotational spring for the beam on other side is valid for interior
joints as well.

Physically, the springs should have characteristics as moment in beam, Mb v/s shear
rotation of joint, γ j for the rotational spring and joint horizontal shear force, Vjh v/s
shear deformation in column portion of joint, ∆ c = γ j hb / 2 . However, in programs
based on matrix analysis using frame elements, it is not possible to model the
reinforcement details explicitly and therefore it is not possible to calculate horizontal
joint shear force that is given by equation (2.1).

In order to make this model suitable for implementation in such programs, we need to
provide the characteristics for shear springs as shear force in column, Vc v/s shear
deformation in column portion of joint, ∆ c = γ j hb / 2 .

Once these characteristics are generated for the joints, the model can be implemented
in the computer model of the structure so that the joint behaviour can be taken into
account. There are different ways to generate these characteristics as described under:

1. Results from experiments on beam-column joints tests.
2. Results from detailed finite element analysis of joints.
3. Analytical computation of characteristics from mechanics of the joints.

5.2.1 Results from experiments on beam-column joints tests

The column shear force can be directly measured in the experiment using load cell.
Also joint shear deformations can be calculated from the experiments using cross
configuration of linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs) as shown in Fig
5.6. The joint shear deformation is given as
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γj =

a2 + b2
(δ d 2 − δ d1 )
2ab

(5.1)

where,

δ d 2 is the change in length measured by LVDT, d2
δ d1 is the change in length measured by LVDT, d1
a is the horizontal distance between the end points of the LVDTs
b is the vertical distance between the end points of the LVDTs

a

b
d2

Fig 5.6 Measuring joint shear deformations in tests

Fig 5.7 shows a typical joint shear stress v/s joint shear stress plot obtained from the
tests (Pantelides et al 2002).

Fig 5.7 Typical measured joint shear stress v/s shear strain in tests
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Using such plots from experiments, the required characteristics of shear force in
column, Vc v/s shear deformation in column portion of joint, ∆ c = γ j hb / 2 can be
generated.

Although, this method may be the most accurate and reliable one, it is highly
prohibitive from the point of view of cost, time and resources required. Moreover,
considering the different types of joints that may be present in a structure, this method
is highly impractical too. However, this is the only method that is available for
calibration and also is needed to validate the results.

5.2.2 Results from detailed finite element analysis of joints

Another method to obtain the characteristics is to perform detailed finite element
analysis of the joints. One such method is explored and reported by Eligehausen et al
(2006) and Sharma et al (2008) where a finite element approach specially developed
for detailed modelling of fracture in quasi brittle materials has been proposed (Fig 5.8
and 5.9).

MASA, a finite element program for 3D nonlinear analysis of concrete and reinforced
concrete structures, developed at the Institut für Werkstoffe im Bauwesen, Universität
Stuttgart (IWB and Ožbolt, 2005, 2008) was used in these works. The microplane
material model with relaxed kinematic constraint is used for modelling the concrete
and a discrete one dimensional bond element model is used for modelling the bond
behaviour of the reinforcement bars.

Quasi-brittle material (concrete) is in the program discretized by the eight node (hexa)
or four node (tetra) solid finite elements. The discretization of the reinforced bars is
performed by two-node truss elements or alternatively by beam elements. As the
global solution strategy, three possibilities can be used: (1) Constant stiffness method
(CSM), (2) tangent stiffness method (TSM) and (3) secant stiffness method (SSM).
The analysis is incremental and therefore the total applied load has to be divided into
a number of load or displacement increments.
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Fig 5.8 FE Model of the joint (Eligehausen et al 2006)

Fig 5.9 Discrete bond element and characteristics for bond element

To prepare input data as well as to analyze the results of the finite element analysis,
®

commercial pre- and post-processing package FEMAP

is used. The program

generates nodes, nodal connectivity, boundary conditions, material data and loads
®

which are required for the finite element code of MASA. The link between FEMAP
®

and MASA is realized through an input interface program which from FEMAP
output data (neutral file) generates input data of the FE code. To generate postprocessing output results from the numerical results of the FE code, an output
interface program can be used. The post-processing output results can be read and
®

graphically interpreted by FEMAP .
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The accuracy and reliability of this method relies on the accuracy and reliability of the
modelling techniques. For the above mentioned model, it is shown that the model can
predict the behaviour of the joints with high accuracy and can capture various failure
modes.

This method has much less cost implications but needs lot of modelling and
computational time and effort. Again, considering the fact that there may be several
different kinds of joints existing in a structure, the computational time and effort in
this method becomes prohibitive.

5.2.3 Analytical computation characteristics from mechanics of the joints

The spring characteristics can also be generated analytically using the mechanics of
the joint. As explained in chapter 2, a principal stress criterion provides a more
rational basis of predicting joint failure. In this work, the same criterion is utilized.
For joints with deformed bars as reinforcement, Priestley (1997) suggested plots of
principal tensile stress v/s joint shear deformation for interior and exterior joints (Fig
5.10). Pampanin (2002) suggested similar plots for exterior joints with smooth bars
having end hooks (Fig 5.10).

Fig 5.10 Suggested principal tensile stress v/s joint shear deformation
relationship (Pampanin et al, 2002)
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As per Priestley (1997), for joints with deformed bars, a lower limit of critical
principal tensile stress, pt of 0.29 f c′ seems appropriate for both interior and exterior
joints, where fc' is the cylindrical compressive strength of the concrete. For exterior
joints, when the beam reinforcement is anchored by bending away from the joint (Fig
5.11 a), the diagonal struts in the joint cannot be stabilized and the joint failure occurs
at an early stage. Thus, no further hardening is considered for such joints.

Fig 5.11 Exterior joints with (a) beam bars bent out

(b) beam bars bent in

For exterior joints with beam bars bent in a hardening behaviour with increase of
principal stress levels, up to

0.42 fc′

is suggested that corresponds to more severe

diagonal cracking and damage in the joint panel zone.

The formulations about generating the spring characteristics for the joints using the
principal tensile stress criteria are provided in next section.

5.3 Formulations for evaluating spring characteristics

The forces acting on exterior joint due to seismic actions are shown in Fig 5.12 and
that on interior joints are shown in Fig 5.13. From plots of principal tensile stress and
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joint shear deformation, we can generate the spring characteristics for the joint model
proposed. The formulations are given here divided into two cases:
1. Joints without axial load on column
2. Joints with axial load on column
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Fig 5.12 Mechanics of exterior joint under seismic actions

5.3.1 Joints without axial load on column (P = 0)

The principal tensile stress is given by (Tsonos 2007),

pt =

σ
2

−

σ
2

1+

4τ 2

σ2

(5.2)

where, σ is the vertical joint shear stress given by,
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σ=

V jv

(5.3)

bc hc

and τ is the horizontal joint shear stress given by,

τ=

V jh

(5.4)

bc hc
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Fig 5.13 Mechanics of interior joint under seismic actions

Here,

bc = breadth of the joint core.
hc = depth of the joint core.
Vjh = Horizontal joint shear force.
Vjv = Vertical joint shear force.
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Thus,

σ=

V jv
V jh

×τ

(5.5)

Also, it is shown that (Park and Paulay, 1975; CEN 250; Paulay and Park, 1984;
Tsonos, 2007)

V jv
V jh

=

hb
=α
hc

(5.6)

where,
hb is the depth of the beam

α is known as the aspect ratio of the joint
Putting (5.6) in (5.5), we get,

σ = ατ

(5.7)

Putting (5.7) in (5.2), we get,

pt =

ατ
2

−

ατ
2

1+

4τ 2

α 2τ 2

or,

pt =

ατ
2

1− 1+

4

α2

(5.8)

Thus,

τ=

2 pt

α 1− 1+

(5.9)
4

α2
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Putting (5.9) into (5.4), we get,

V jh =

2 pt bc hc

α 1− 1+

(5.10)
4

α2

Thus, for a given value of principal tensile stress, pt, we can calculate corresponding
horizontal joint shear, Vjh by using (5.10).
Now, we have, shear force in column,
Vc = Tb − V jh (for exterior joints, Fig 5.12), and

(5.11 a)

Vc = Csb 2 + Ccb 2 + Tb1 − V jh (for interior joints, Fig 5.13)

(5.11 b)

To calculate, Vc corresponding to Vjh, we need to follow an iterative procedure as
given below,

1. Calculate moment in beam, Mb v/s tensile force in the beam bar, Tb curve for
beam section in case of exterior joints and Mb v/s Ccb + Csb + Tb, for interior
joints (Same procedure as followed for obtaining Moment v/s curvature
diagram). Detailed procedure to obtain moment v/s curvature curve is given in
appendix.

2. Assume a Value of Tb or Ccb + Csb + Tb, as appropriate.
3. Calculate column shear using equation 5.11 (a or b) as appropriate.

4. Calculate beam shear from statics of the joint

e.g., Vb =

Vc Lc
(for exterior joints without gravity load)
Lb + hc / 2

(5.12)
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5. Calculate moment in the beam,
M b = Vb × lb

(5.13)

6. From Mb v/s Tb diagram or Mb v/s Ccb + Csb + Tb, find the value of Tb or Ccb +
Csb + Tb.

7. If the value obtained in step 6 is close to the corresponding assumed value in
step 2, then the obtained value of Mb corresponding to Vjh is correct. Else, go
to step 2.

By this iterative procedure, we can obtain the values of Vc and Mb corresponding to
Vjh (and in turn corresponding to pt).

Corresponding to a given value of j, we can calculate
Vc v/s

c

= jhb/2. Thus, we can have a

relationship for shear hinge in column region of the joint and Mb v/s

c

j

relationship for rotational hinge in beam region of the joint.

A flowchart to derive Vc v/s

c

and Mb v/s

j

relationships from given pt v/s

j

for no

axial load case and exterior joints is given in Fig 5.14. The same is applicable for
interior joints with Tb replaced by Ccb + Csb + Tb.

5.3.2 Joints with axial load on column

The principal tensile stress is given by (Tsonos 2007),

pt =

σ
2

−

σ
2

1+

4τ 2

σ2

(5.14)

In this case, σ is the vertical joint shear stress given by,

σ=

V jv + P
bc hc

(5.15)
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and τ is the horizontal joint shear stress given by,

τ=

V jh

(5.16)

bc hc

Also, it is shown that (Park and Paulay, 1975; CEN 250; Paulay and Park, 1984;
Tsonos, 2007)

V jv
V jh

=

hb
=α
hc

(5.17)

Putting (5.17) in (5.15), we get,

V jv

σ=

bc hc

σ=

+

P
bc hc

αV jh
bc hc

+

P
bc hc

(5.18)

Thus,

σ = ατ + σ a

(5.19)

or,

τ=

σ −σa
α

(5.20)

Putting (5.20) in (5.14), we get,

pt =

σ
2

−

σ
2

1+

4(σ − σ a ) 2

α 2σ 2

(5.21)
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Rearranging equation (5.21),

1−

2 pt

σ

= 1+

4(σ − σ a )2

(5.22)

α 2σ 2

Squaring both the sides and simplifying, we get,

σ 2 − (2σ a + α 2 pt )σ + (σ a2 − α 2 pt2 ) = 0

(5.23)

Solving (5.23), we get,

σ=

2σ a + α 2 pt + α α 2 pt2 + 4 pt (σ a + pt )
2

Thus, for a given value of pt,

a

(5.24)

and , we can obtain the corresponding value of .

Now, from eq (5.15), we can get,
V jv = σ bc hc − P

(5.25)

By eq (5.17), we have,

V jh =

V jv

α

(5.26)

Thus, for a given value of pt, we can calculate corresponding horizontal joint shear,
Vjh by using eqs (5.25) and (5.26).
Now, we have, shear force in column,
Vc = Tb − V jh (for exterior joints, Fig 5.12), and

(5.27 a)
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Vc = Csb 2 + Ccb 2 + Tb1 − V jh (for interior joints, Fig 5.13)

(5.27 b)

To calculate, Vc corresponding to Vjh, we need to follow an iterative procedure as
given below,

1. Calculate moment in beam, Mb v/s tensile force in the beam bar, Tb curve for
beam section in case of exterior joints and Mb v/s Ccb + Csb + Tb, for interior
joints.

2. Assume a Value of Tb or Ccb + Csb + Tb, as appropriate.
3. Calculate column shear using equation 5.11 (a or b) as appropriate.

4. Calculate beam shear from statics of the joint
e.g., Vb =

Vc Lc
(for exterior joints without gravity load)
Lb + hc / 2

(5.28)

5. Calculate moment in the beam,
M b = Vb × lb

(5.29)

6. From Mb v/s Tb diagram or Mb v/s Ccb + Csb + Tb, find the value of Tb or Ccb +
Csb + Tb .
7. If the value obtained in step 6 is close to the corresponding assumed value in
step 2, then the obtained value of Mb corresponding to Vjh is correct. Else, go
to step 2.

By this iterative procedure, we can obtain the values of Vc and Mb corresponding to
Vjh (and in turn corresponding to pt).
Corresponding to a given value of j, we can calculate
Vc v/s

c

c

= jhb/2. Thus, we can have a

relationship for shear hinge in column region of the joint and Mb v/s

j

relationship for rotational hinge in beam region of the joint.
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A flowchart to derive Vc v/s

c

and Mb v/s

j

relationships from given pt v/s

j

for with

axial load case and exterior joints is given in Fig 5.15. The same is applicable for
interior joints with Tb replaced by Ccb + Csb + Tb.
Once the Vc v/s

c

and Mb v/s

j

relationships are derived from given pt v/s

j

and

details of the joint, the characteristics can be used as spring characteristics in the
program to model the joint shear behaviour.

5.4 Principal tensile stress v/s shear deformation relations

Various experiments have been performed by researchers in the past and have
measured the joint shear deformations in the tests (Clyde 2000; Pantelides 2002;
Pampanin 2002; Anderson 2008). Based on the data obtained on shear deformations
in these tests and utilizing the recommendations made by Priestley (1997), the
following plots of principal tensile stress v/s shear deformations were considered in
this work to derive the spring characteristics. Only joints with deformed bars as
reinforcement are considered.

5.4.1 Exterior Joints

5.4.1.1 Exterior Joints with beam bars bent in

When the beam bars are bent into the joint (Fig 5.16), the diagonal struts in the joint
are nicely stabilized and therefore, even after a first cracking (assumed to occur at
pt = 0.29 f c′ , the joint can offer further resistance and therefore a hardening

behaviour till the principal tensile stress reach a value of pt = 0.42 f c′ can be
assumed (Priestley 1997). Based on these recommendations and using the
experimental plots of shear deformations obtained by Clyde et al (2000), Pantelides et
al (2002) and Anderson et al (2008) on similar joints, the plot of principal tensile
stress v/s joint shear deformation, as shown in Fig 5.16 seems appropriate for
calculating the spring characteristics.
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pt
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Fig 5.16 Assumed principal tensile stress-shear deformation relation for exterior
joints with bars bent in

5.4.1.2 Exterior Joints with beam bars bent out

When the beam bars are bent out of the joint (Fig 5.17), the diagonal struts in the joint
cannot be stabilized and therefore, the joint failure occurs at early stage. No hardening
can be assumed in such cases after the first cracking at pt = 0.29 f c′ . Further jointed
resistance cannot be relied upon in such cases and therefore the principal tensile stress
value of pt = 0.29 f c′ is assumed as the limiting value (Priestley 1997). Based on
these recommendations and using the experimental plots of shear deformations
obtained for similar joints, the plot of principal tensile stress v/s joint shear
deformation, as shown in Fig 5.17 seems appropriate for calculating the spring
characteristics.

pt
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0.025
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0.19 f c′

0.29 fc′

Fig 5.17 Assumed principal tensile stress-shear deformation relation for exterior
joints with bars bent out
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In many cases of gravity designed frames, the top beam bars are bent into the joint
and the bottom beam bars are bent out of the joint. For such cases, the plot of
principal stress v/s shear deformation may be obtained by the superposition of Fig
5.16 and 5.17 as shown in Fig 5.18.
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0.025
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0.005

0.08 fc′

0.025

γj

0.19 f c′

0.29 f c′

Fig 5.18 Assumed principal tensile stress-shear deformation relation for exterior
joints with top bars bent in and bottom bars bent out

5.4.1.3 Exterior Joints with straight beam bars with full development length
embedment

When the beam bars are not bent into the joint but kept straight, again the diagonal
struts in the joint cannot be stabilized and therefore, the joint failure occurs at early
stage. No hardening can be assumed in such cases after the first cracking at
pt = 0.29 f c′ . In cases where the beam bars are embedded into the joint for full

development length, bond failure is unlikely and therefore, the same plot as shown in
Fig 5.19 (same as for Fig 5.18) should apply.

5.4.1.4 Joints with straight beam bars with 6 inch embedment

In most of pre 1970’s gravity designed buildings, the bottom bars of the joint were
embedded only upto 6 inch inside the joint. In such cases, the bond between concrete
and rebars becomes the critical parameter. Based on the tests by Pampanin (2002), the
critical principal tensile stress for smooth bars with end hooks is recommended as
pt = 0.19 f c′ .
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Fig 5.19 Assumed principal tensile stress-shear deformation relation for exterior
joints with top bars bent in and bottom bars straight with full development
length

Due to lack of test data on joints with deformed bars and 6 inch embedment, same
value of principal tensile stress, i.e. pt = 0.19 f c′ is considered as limit for such
cases also. The plot proposed for such joints is shown in Fig 5.20.
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Fig 5.20 Assumed principal tensile stress-shear deformation relation for exterior
joints with top bars bent in and bottom bars straight with 6" embedment

5.4.2 Interior Joints

The principal tensile stress values that could be resisted by an interior joint is
generally much higher than the exterior joints. Based on the test result data by Dhakal
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et al (2005) and Hakuto et al (2000), the relationship between principal stress v/s
shear deformation as shown in Fig 5.21 is recommended for the interior joints with
deformed bars.

pt
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Fig 5.21 Assumed principal tensile stress-shear deformation relation for interior
joints

The principal tensile stress-shear deformation relations proposed as above along with
the formulations as given in this chapter were used for analysis of the joints. The
validation of results with experiments is given in next chapter.
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6. VALIDATION OF MODEL WITH TEST RESULTS

Following the formulations and assumptions given in previous chapter, the analysis of
joints tested by various researchers and given in literature was performed. The value
of the cracked modulus was considered as 0.45Ec, where Ec is the initial modulus of
concrete taken as 4700(fc')0.5.

6.1 Tests by Clyde et al (2000)

Clyde et al (2000) performed cyclic tests on exterior beam-column joints with varying
axial loads. The beam bars were bent into the joint in all the cases and therefore plot
as shown in Fig 5.15 was used to generate spring characteristics. The joints were
designed in a way to have joint shear failure before the yielding of the beam bars.

A typical exterior beam-column joint in a reinforced concrete frame building built in
1964 was chosen as a model for the project. The overall dimensions of the original
joint were reduced by half, and reinforcing details were reduced based on shear stress
calculations. The longitudinal reinforcement in the beam was increased to prevent
early degradation of the beam, forcing a shear mode of failure in the joint. There is no
transverse reinforcement within the joint core, and the beam longitudinal bars are not
adequately anchored in the connection.

Four joints were tested under the program with an axial stress on the column as 0.1 fc'
in two cases and 0.25fc' in other two cases. Typical reinforcement details and
dimensions of the joints tested are given in Fig 6.1 and the test setup is shown in Fig
6.2. The reinforcement yield and ultimate strength values are given in Table below.

Properties of reinforcement bars used by Clyde et al (2000)
Reinforcement

Bar Size

Yield strength,

Ultimate strength,

Type

No. (dia in mm)

fy (MPa)

fu (MPa)

Beam longitudinal

#9 (28.58)

454.4

746.0

Column longitudinal

#7 (22.23)

469.5

741.9

Stirrups/ties

#3 (9.53)

427.5

654.3
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6.1.1 Test #2

Test #2 had an axial load on the joint corresponding to an axial stress on the column
as 0.1 fc'. The cylindrical concrete compressive strength fc' was 46.2 MPa.

Fig 6.1 Details of joints tested by Clyde et al (2000)

For the given geometry, reinforcement details and material properties, the beam and
column flexural and shear characteristics were generated following the procedure
given in Appendix. The joint spring characteristics were evaluated following the
procedure explained in chapter 5. A sample calculation is given below.

Let us consider the point of pt = 0.29 f c′ .

pt = 0.29 f c′ = 0.29 46.2 = 1.97 MPa
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and the axial stress is given as

σ a = 0.1 f c′ = 0.1× 46.2 = 4.62 MPa

Fig 6.2 Test setup of joints tested by Clyde et al (2000)

The aspect ratio,

α=

hb 16′′
=
= 0.89
hc 18′′

Substituting the values in eq (5.24), we get,

σ=

2 × 4.62 + 0.892 ×1.97 + 0.89 0.892 × 1.97 2 + 4 ×1.97 × (4.62 + 1.97)
= 8.70 MPa
2

Thus,
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V jv = (σ − σ a )bc hc = (8.70 − 4.62) × 304.8 × 457.2 N

Or,
V jv = 568.6 kN

From (5.26), we get,

V jh =

V jv

α

=

568.6
= 638.84 kN
0.89

Assume,

T = 750 kN

Thus,
Vc = T − V jh = 750 − 638.84 = 111.16 kN

Thus, we have,

Vb =

Vc lc
111.16 × 2.57
=
= 190.64 kN
lb + hc / 2 1.27 + 0.457 / 2

Moment in beam at the face of the column,
M b = Vblb = 190.64 × 1.27 = 242.11 kNm

The corresponding tensile force in the reinforcement can be obtained as 780kN. Since
this is more than the assumed value of 750kN, another trial is required.

Performing same calculations for a few times, we can converge to a value of T =
745kN
89

Corresponding value of shear in column is
Vc = T − V jh = 745 − 638.84 = 106.16 kN

and the bending moment in the beam is

M b = Vblb =

Vc lc lb
106.16 × 2.57 ×1.27
=
= 231.22 kNm
lb + hc / 2
1.27 + 0.457 / 2

Thus, corresponding to a principal tensile stress of pt = 0.29 f c′ , the values of shear
force in column and bending moment in the beam are Vc = 106.16 kN and Mb =
231.22 kNm respectively.

Similarly, the values of shear force in column and bending moment in the beam
corresponding to various levels of principal tensile stress can be calculated. In this
case these values were calculated for principal stress values of pt = 0.29 f c′ ,
pt = 0.42 f c′ and pt = 0.10 f c′ .

The comparison of experimental and analytical curves is given in Fig 6.3 below. To
visualize the significance of joint modelling, a comparison is given with the analysis
results when the model did not have springs to model the joint shear behaviour. It
should be noted that in this case also, the beam and column member had both flexural
and shear spring characteristics assigned.

Since the test was performed under quasi cyclic loading, the envelope of the hysteretic
loops was considered for comparison with analytical results. The effect of modelling
the joint is very clear from Fig 6.3.

As per the test report (Clyde et al 2000), measurable flexural cracks in the beam and
shear cracks in the joint appeared during the seventh load step corresponding to a
lateral load of approximately 40 kips (178 kN). From the analysis, it can be seen that
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the load at the beam end corresponding to a principal tensile stress of pt = 0.29 f c′
is 181.9 kN, which is extremely close to the value of first significant cracking in the
experiment.
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No joint model
Joint Model

-400
Displacement (mm)

Fig 6.3 Experimental and analytical results for Test #2 (Clyde et al 2000)

In the experiment, the subsequent loading steps produced only slight increase in crack
widths in the beam. Similar observations were made in the analysis. Fig 6.4 shows the
deformed state and hinge pattern of the joint as obtained in the analysis.

Fig 6.4 Analytical hinge pattern obtained from analysis
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Pink colour hinge in the beam shows only a minor damage in the beam whereas red
and yellow coloured hinges in the joint region depict extensive damage in the joint
panel.

The peak load was obtained as 267 kN in the experiment and 241 kN in the analysis, a
value that corresponds to a principal tensile stress value of pt = 0.42 f c′ .

Thus, it can be concluded that not only the overall load deflection behaviour but also
the failure modes were captured very nicely in the analysis using joint model. In the
case of model where the joint springs were not modelled, a large strain hardening
behaviour after the first yield of beam bars was observed. The peak load in this case
was obtained as 370 kN and the ultimate displacement as 135 mm which was found to
be highly on the unsafe side.

6.1.2 Test #6

Similar to test #2, test #6 also had an axial load on the joint corresponding to an axial
stress on the column as 0.1 fc'. The cylindrical concrete compressive strength, fc' was
40.1 MPa.

For the given geometry, reinforcement details and material properties, the beam and
column flexural and shear characteristics were generated following the procedure
given in Appendix. The joint spring characteristics were evaluated following the
procedure explained in chapter 5.

The comparison of experimental and analytical curves is given in Fig 6.5 below. To
visualize the significance of joint modelling, a comparison is given with the analysis
results when the model did not have springs to model the joint shear behaviour.

As per the test report (Clyde et al 2000), measurable flexural cracks in the beam and
shear cracks in the joint appeared during the sixh load step corresponding to a lateral
load of approximately 156 kN. From the analysis, it can be seen that the load at the
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beam end corresponding to a principal tensile stress of pt = 0.29 f c′ is 166.2 kN,
which is extremely close to the value of first significant cracking in the experiment.
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Fig 6.5 Experimental and analytical results for Test #6 (Clyde et al 2000)

The peak load was obtained as 262 kN in the experiment and 220 kN in the analysis, a
value that corresponds to a principal tensile stress value of pt = 0.42 f c′ .

Thus, it can be again concluded that not only the overall load deflection behaviour but
also the failure modes were captured very nicely in the analysis using joint model. In
the case of model where the joint springs were not modelled, a large strain hardening
behaviour after the first yield of beam bars was observed. The peak load in this case
was obtained as 368 kN and the ultimate displacement as 170 mm which was found to
be highly on the unsafe side.

6.1.3 Test #4

Test #4 had an axial load on the joint corresponding to an axial stress on the column
as 0.25 fc'. The cylindrical concrete compressive strength, fc' was 41.0 MPa.
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For the given geometry, reinforcement details and material properties, the beam and
column flexural and shear characteristics were generated following the procedure
given in Appendix. The joint spring characteristics were evaluated following the
procedure explained in chapter 5.

The comparison of experimental and analytical curves is given in Fig 6.6 below. To
visualize the significance of joint modelling, a comparison is given with the analysis
results when the model did not have springs to model the joint shear behaviour.

As per the test report (Clyde et al 2000), major cracking did not occur until load step
10 following yielding which corresponded to a lateral load of 60 kips (267 kN). From
the analysis, it can be seen that the load at the beam end corresponding to a principal
tensile stress of pt = 0.29 f c′ is 223 kN, which is quite close to the value of first
significant cracking in the experiment.
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Fig 6.6 Experimental and analytical results for Test #4 (Clyde et al 2000)
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The peak load was obtained as 276 kN in the experiment and 286 kN in the analysis, a
value that corresponds to a principal tensile stress value of pt = 0.42 f c′ .

Thus, it can be again concluded that even for a higher axial load, both the load
deflection behaviour and the failure modes were captured very nicely in the analysis
using joint model. The model without joint springs again yielded results on unsafe
side.

6.1.4 Test #5

Similar to test #4, test #5 also had an axial load on the joint corresponding to an axial
stress on the column as 0.25 fc'. The cylindrical concrete compressive strength, fc' was
37.0 MPa.

For the given geometry, reinforcement details and material properties, the beam and
column flexural and shear characteristics were generated following the procedure
given in Appendix. The joint spring characteristics were evaluated following the
procedure explained in chapter 5.

The comparison of experimental and analytical curves is given in Fig 6.7 below. To
visualize the significance of joint modelling, a comparison is given with the analysis
results when the model did not have springs to model the joint shear behaviour.

The yield load in the tests was observed as 231 kN. From the analysis, it can be seen
that the load at the beam end corresponding to a principal tensile stress of
pt = 0.29 f c′ is 207 kN, which is quite close to the value of first significant cracking

in the experiment.

The peak load was obtained as 267 kN in the experiment and 268 kN in the analysis, a
value that corresponds to a principal tensile stress value of pt = 0.42 f c′ , an
extremely close match. The model without joint springs again yielded results on
unsafe side.
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Fig 6.7 Experimental and analytical results for Test #5 (Clyde et al 2000)

6.2 Tests by Pantelides et al (2002)

Pantelides et al (2002) performed cyclic tests on exterior beam-column joints with
varying axial loads. The six test units were full-scale models of typical exterior beamcolumn joints in RC buildings found in the United States before 1970. The
longitudinal and transverse reinforcement in the beam and the column transverse steel
was increased to prevent early degradation of the beam and column, forcing a shear
mode of failure in the joint. There is no transverse reinforcement within the joint core,
and the beam longitudinal bottom bars did not have adequate embedment into the
joint.

Analysis is performed for four units two of which were tested with an axial stress on
the column as 0.1 fc' and other two were tested with an axial stress of 0.25fc' on the
column. The reinforcement details and dimensions of the joints tested are given in Fig
6.8 and 6.9 and the test setup is shown in Fig 6.10. The reinforcement yield and
ultimate strength values are given in Table below.
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Properties of reinforcement bars used by Pantelides et al (2002)

Reinforcement

Bar Size

Yield strength,

Ultimate strength,

Type

No. (dia in mm)

fy (MPa)

fu (MPa)

Beam longitudinal

#9 (28.58)

458.5

761.2

Column longitudinal

#8 (25.4)

469.5

741.9

Stirrups/ties

#3 (9.53)

427.5

654.3

Fig 6.8 Details of test units 1 and 2 (Pantelides et al 2002)
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As seen in Fig 6.8, test units 1 and 2 had top beam bars bent into the joint in the form
of a hook but covering full joint depth and the bottom bars were embedded only up to
6 inch inside the joint. Thus the plot shown in Fig 5.19 was followed to generate
spring characteristics for the joint.

Fig 6.9 Details of test units 5 and 6 (Pantelides et al 2002)

Test units 5 and 6 (Fig 6.9) had both top and bottom beam bars bent into the joint in
the form of a hook covering full joint depth. Thus the plot shown in Fig 5.15 was
followed to generate spring characteristics for the joint.
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Fig 6.10 Test setup used by Pantelides et al (2002)

6.2.1 Test unit 1

Test unit 1 had an axial load on the joint corresponding to an axial stress on the
column as 0.1 fc'. The cylindrical concrete compressive strength fc' was 33.1 MPa.
For the given geometry, reinforcement details and material properties, the beam and
column flexural and shear characteristics were generated following the procedure
given in Appendix. The joint spring characteristics were evaluated following the
procedure explained in chapter 5.

The comparison of experimental and analytical curves is given in Fig 6.11 below. To
visualize the significance of joint modelling, a comparison is given with the analysis
results when the model did not have springs to model the joint shear behaviour.
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The effect of unsymmetric detailing of the joint is highly prominent in this case. Note
that a positive load indicates that the load was applied in the upward direction. It is
clear that the upward direction resistance is deficient because of the inadequate
anchorage of the bottom beam bars of only 6 in. into the joint

The peak load from the experiment was obtained as 93.8 kN for up direction and
198.6 kN for down direction. In the analysis, the corresponding values were obtained
as 102.6 kN for up direction and 191.3 kN for down direction that matches closely the
experimentally obtained values. The model without joint springs again yielded results
on highly unsafe side for both the directions.
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Fig 6.11 Experimental and analytical results for test unit 1 (Pantelides et al 2002)

These results show that the model works perfectly well not only for joints with bent in
bars but also for other poorer end anchorages as in this case.

6.2.2 Test unit 2

Test unit 2 had an axial load on the joint corresponding to an axial stress on the
column as 0.25 fc'. The cylindrical concrete compressive strength fc' was 30.2 MPa.
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For the given geometry, reinforcement details and material properties, the beam and
column flexural and shear characteristics were generated following the procedure
given in Appendix. The joint spring characteristics were evaluated following the
procedure explained in chapter 5.

The comparison of experimental and analytical curves is given in Fig 6.12 below. To
visualize the significance of joint modelling, a comparison is given with the analysis
results when the model did not have springs to model the joint shear behaviour.

The effect of unsymmetric detailing of the joint is somewhat diminished due to the
presence of higher axial load on the column which was beneficial in preventing early
bond slip of the bottom beam bars. The peak load from the experiment was obtained
as 128.4 kN for up direction and 193.7 kN for down direction. In the analysis, the
corresponding values were obtained as 131.6 kN for up direction and 221.4 kN for
down direction that matches nicely with the experimentally obtained values. The
model without joint springs again yielded results on highly unsafe side for both the
directions.
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Fig 6.12 Experimental and analytical results for test unit 2 (Pantelides et al 2002)
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6.2.3 Test unit 5

Test unit 5 had an axial load on the joint corresponding to an axial stress on the
column as 0.1 fc'. The cylindrical concrete compressive strength fc' was 31.7 MPa.
For the given geometry, reinforcement details and material properties, the beam and
column flexural and shear characteristics were generated following the procedure
given in Appendix. The joint spring characteristics were evaluated following the
procedure explained in chapter 5.

The comparison of experimental and analytical curves is given in Fig 6.13 below. To
visualize the significance of joint modelling, a comparison is given with the analysis
results when the model did not have springs to model the joint shear behaviour.

The peak load from the experiment was obtained as 197.8 kN for up direction and
173.2 kN for down direction. In the analysis, the peak load was obtained as 191.8 kN
for both up and down directions. The model without joint springs again yielded results
on highly unsafe side for both the directions.
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Fig 6.13 Experimental and analytical results for test unit 5 (Pantelides et al 2002)
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6.2.4 Test unit 6

Test unit 6 had an axial load on the joint corresponding to an axial stress on the
column as 0.25 fc'. The cylindrical concrete compressive strength fc' was 31.0 MPa.
For the given geometry, reinforcement details and material properties, the beam and
column flexural and shear characteristics were generated following the procedure
given in Appendix. The joint spring characteristics were evaluated following the
procedure explained in chapter 5.

The comparison of experimental and analytical curves is given in Fig 6.14 below. To
visualize the significance of joint modelling, a comparison is given with the analysis
results when the model did not have springs to model the joint shear behaviour.

The peak load from the experiment was obtained as 201.4 kN for up direction and
195.5 kN for down direction. In the analysis, the peak load was obtained as 223.8 kN
for both up and down directions. The model without joint springs again yielded results
on highly unsafe side for both the directions.
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Fig 6.14 Experimental and analytical results for test unit 6 (Pantelides et al 2002)
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6.3 Tests by El-Amoury and Ghobarah (2002)

El-Amoury and Ghobarah (2002) performed test on a greavity-designed exterior joint
with details as shown in Fig 6.15 and test setup as shown in Fig 6.16. The beam–
column joint was designed assuming that points of contra-flexure occur at the midheight of columns and the mid-span of beams. The top longitudinal reinforcements in
the beam are bent down into the column, whereas the bottom reinforcement was
anchored 150 mm from the column face. No transverse reinforcement was installed in
the joint region. The beam was reinforced using 4#20 as top and bottom longitudinal
bars and #10 as transverse steel. The column was reinforced with 6#20 plus 2#15 as
longitudinal bars and #10 ties spaced 200 mm.
The concrete compressive strength on the test day was 30.6 and The yield strength of
the steel bars #10, #15 and #20 was 450, 408 and 425 MPa, respectively.

Fig 6.15 Details of the joint tested by El-Amoury and Ghobarah (2002)
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The specimen wase tested in the column vertical position, hinged at the top and
bottom column ends and subjected to a cyclic load applied at the beam tip as shown in
Fig. 6.16. A constant axial load of 600 kN was applied to the column,

Fig 6.16 Test setup used by El-Amoury and Ghobarah (2002)

For the given geometry, reinforcement details and material properties, the beam and
column flexural and shear characteristics were generated following the procedure
given in Appendix. The joint spring characteristics were evaluated following the
procedure explained in chapter 5.

The comparison of experimental and analytical curves is given in Fig 6.17 below. To
visualize the significance of joint modelling, a comparison is given with the analysis
results when the model did not have springs to model the joint shear behaviour.

The peak load from the experiment was obtained as 60 kN for up direction and 86 kN
for down direction. In the analysis, the peak load was obtained as 64 kN for up and
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102 kN for down directions using joint model and 140 kN for both up and down
directions without using joint model. Thus, the model without joint springs again
yielded results on highly unsafe side for both the directions.
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Fig 6.17 Experimental and analytical results for test by El--Amoury and
Ghobarah (2002)

6.4 Tests by Dhakal et al (2005)

Dhakal et al (2005) performed experiments on gravity designed interior beam-column
joints as shown in Fig 6.18, that are part of frames designed according to the British
standard BS8110. The specimens were full-scale reproductions of a gravity designed
frame between the points of contra-flexure, which are assumed to be the mid-heights
of columns in two successive storeys and the centre-points of beams in two adjacent
bays. The geometrical dimensions and reinforcement details of the C1 and C4 type
specimens are illustrated in Fig 6.18. Specimens of both types had similar overall
dimensions (3.7 m high column and 5.4 m long beam), and the cross-section of the
beam (300 mm width × 550 mm depth) was the same in all specimens.
The beam in C1 type specimens had seven 32 mm diameter bars, five at the top (2.7%
reinforcement ratio) and two at the bottom (1.1%), whereas C4 type specimens had
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six bars at the top (3.3%) and three bars at the bottom (1.6%) of the beam. C1 type
specimens had columns with cross-section 350 × 500 mm, and two layers of four 25
mm diameter bars (2.4%) were laid parallel to the two longer sides. Similarly, in C4
type specimens, the 400 × 400 mm column included eight 25mm diameter bars
(2.5%) arranged symmetrically along the perimeter. The stirrups in the beam
comprised of four legs of 10 mm diameter bars spaced at 200 mm apart, and the ties
in the column had three legs of 10 mm diameter bars with 150 mm spacing. Both the
specimens were without any vertical or lateral hoops inside the joint core

Fig 6.18 Details of specimens tested by Dhakal et al (2005)

Standard compression test results on cylinders showed that the average compressive
strength of concrete was 31.6MPa for the C1 type specimens and 32.7MPa for the C4
type specimens. Based on standard tension test results, the average yield strengths of
the 32, 25 and 10 mm diameter bars were 538, 537.6 and 363.7 MPa respectively.
Similarly, the average ultimate tensile strengths of these bars were 677.3, 675.3 and
571.5MPa respectively.
The test setup utilized by researchers is shown in Fig 6.19. All specimens were
subjected to an axial compression of 10% axial capacity at the column-top.
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Fig 6.19 Details of test setup used by Dhakal et al (2005)

6.4.1 Joint C1

For the given geometry, reinforcement details and material properties, the beam and
column flexural and shear characteristics were generated following the procedure
given in Appendix. The joint spring characteristics were evaluated following the
procedure explained in chapter 5.

The comparison of experimental and analytical curves is given in Fig 6.20 below. To
visualize the significance of joint modelling, a comparison is given with the analysis
results when the model did not have springs to model the joint shear behaviour.

The peak load from the experiment was obtained as 225 kN for both and down
directions. In the analysis, the peak load was obtained as 224 kN for both up and
down directions using joint model and 332 kN for both up and down directions
without using joint model. Thus, the model without joint springs again yielded results
on highly unsafe side for both the directions.
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Fig 6.20 Experimental and analytical results for specimen C1 by Dhakal et al
(2005)

6.4.2 Joint C4

For the given geometry, reinforcement details and material properties, the beam and
column flexural and shear characteristics were generated following the procedure
given in Appendix. The joint spring characteristics were evaluated following the
procedure explained in chapter 5.

The comparison of experimental and analytical curves is given in Fig 6.20 below. To
visualize the significance of joint modelling, a comparison is given with the analysis
results when the model did not have springs to model the joint shear behaviour.

The peak load from the experiment was obtained as 181 kN for both and down
directions. In the analysis, the peak load was obtained as 220 kN for both up and
down directions using joint model and 280 kN for both up and down directions
without using joint model. Thus, the model without joint springs again yielded results
on highly unsafe side for both the directions.
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Fig 6.21 Experimental and analytical results for specimen C4 by Dhakal et al
(2005)

From the above discussed results, it is clear that the model formulated can quite
efficiently model the shear behaviour of beam column joints including poorly detailed
joints. A detailed discussion of strengths and limitations of the model are given in
next chapter.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

The study presented herein has endeavoured to develop a new analytical model that
describes the nonlinear shear behaviour of reinforced concrete beam-column
connections including poorly designed and detailed joints is suggested. Special focus
was on the shear resisting mechanism and corresponding deformational behaviour of
the joint. The model is rational and straightforward in implementation in existing
popular commercial programs for design and analysis of RC structures. The model is
based on realistic deformational behaviour of the beam-column connections in
existing structures and gives due consideration to axial load on column since it
considers the principal stress in the joint as the failure criteria. Detailed formulations
for generating the characteristics for springs that are used to model the shear
behaviour of the joint are provided in the report. The validation of the model with test
results shows excellent agreement between experiment and analytical results. It is
shown that the shear behaviour of the joint can highly influence the behaviour of the
subassemblage and the structure. The high risk of not modelling the joint is
highlighted. The advantages and limitations of the joint model are discussed below
followed by the scope of further improvement of the model.

7.1 Advantages of the new model

The existing model has several advantaged over the existing models used for joint
modelling. They are enlisted as under:

1. The joint model predictions are very close to the experimentally observed
shear behaviour of the beam-column connections. Not only the strength and
deformations but even the failure modes can be very well predicted using this
model.

2. It is shown that the same model is applicable for joints with unsymmetric
detailing such as gravity designed and detailed joints with bottom beam bars
only partially embedded in the joint and top beam bars bent in, a typical
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detailing pattern followed throughout the world before the advent of seismic
design codes.

3. The joint model is based on realistic deformational behaviour of the joints in
real life structures. This makes the model more appropriate for use in analysis
compared to rotational hinge models that use only single rotational spring for
modelling the joint.

4. The model considers the principal tensile stress as the parameter for strength
of the joint. This has an upper hand over the models that use horizontal joint
shear stress as the limiting parameter since they cannot give due consideration
to the axial load on the column.

5. Although in this work, only the principal tensile stress and not the principal
compressive stress is considered as a limiting criteria, but the same
formulations can be extended to provide an upper limit to maximum principal
compressive stress in the joint.

6. The model is easily extendable to cover different kinds of joints namely knee
joints, corner joints etc. Only the principal stress v/s shear deformation plot
has to be defined.

7. The model can also be extended to joints with plain round bars and different
anchorage details e.g. following the recommended principal stress v/s shear
deformation curves by Pampanin et al 2002.

8. The model needs no special software or element for implementation in the
existing commercial design and analysis software packages.

9. The extra effort required to model the joint behaviour in the program is
minimal and the results give high accuracy.
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10. Here the model is shown to be applicable for the poorly detailed joints only,
however, the same model is also applicable for joints that follow the detailing
patterns of newer seismic codes, although they are much less critical.

7.2 Limitations of the model

Although the model proposed herein has several advantages as enlisted above, it also
has a few limitations. They are as given under:

1. The model needs principal stress v/s shear deformation as an input parameter
from the user. This can be provided for different kinds of joints and detailing
but needs good calibration in the beginning phase.

2. Currently the model uses an indirect and apparently inadequate approach for
modelling the bond failure just by reducing the principal stress and shear
deformations. This needs an improvement.

7.3 Scope of further improvement of the model

1. Due to time limitation, currently the model is suggested and validated only for
certain configurations of exterior and interior joints. Although it seems quite
straightforward to further extend the model to account for different geometries
and reinforcement detailing, it needs to be validated.

2. Principal stress v/s shear deformation plot that is the core input parameter for
the model is currently available for very limited cases. A research work is
needed to generate such plots for various kinds of joints and detailing so that
they can be incorporated in the model.

3. The bond is currently only indirectly incorporated in the model. However, it
can be more explicitly incorporated in a way that can consider the effect of
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bond deterioration on the characteristics of the joint. One way to do it may be
the approach followed by Fillipou (1983, 1992).

4. The model needs to be validated when applied to the structural level.
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APPENDIX

A.1 Theoretical determination of moment-curvature characteristics

Theoretical determination of moment-curvature characteristics for reinforced concrete
sections with flexure and axial load is based on the following assumptions.

1. Plane sections before bending remain plane after bending.
2. Stress-strain curves for both concrete and steel are known.
3. Tension carrying capacity of concrete is neglected.

The curvatures associated with a range of bending moments and axial loads may be
determined using these assumptions and from the requirements of strain compatibility
and equilibrium of forces.

Consider a reinforced concrete section as shown in Fig. A.1 (a). Let the section be
acted upon by an axial force ‘P’. To determine its moment-curvature relationship, the
first step is to assume a strain profile as shown in Fig. A.1 (b). The strain profile can
be fixed by assuming the strain at the extreme compression fiber ‘

cm’

and the neutral

axis depth ‘kd’.

Corresponding to the assumed strain profile, the distribution of concrete stress over
the compressed part of the section is determined using the stress-strain curve for
concrete (Fig. A.1(c)). The strains in reinforcement at different levels can be
determined from similar triangles of strain profile. For reinforcement bar ‘i'at a depth
‘di’, the strain ‘ si’ is given by

ε si = ε cm

kd − di
kd

(A.1)
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Fig A.1 Theoretical moment-curvature determination

The stresses fs1, fs2, fs3… corresponding to strains

s1,

s2,

s3…

may then be found

from stress-strain curve for reinforcing steel. The steel compressive forces, Cs or
tensile forces, Ts may be found by multiplying steel stresses and the areas of steel.
Csi or Tsi = f si Asi

(A.2)

To determine the concrete compressive force, Ccon and its position from extreme
compression fiber, kd the stress block of concrete is converted to an equivalent
rectangular stress block having width equal to mean stress, α f c′ and depth kd.

The stress block parameters

and are calculated so that the total compressive force

Ccon and its point of application from extreme compression fiber, kd are same for

both the actual stress block and equivalent rectangular stress block.

The mean stress factor,

and the centroid factor,

for any strain

cm

at the extreme

compression fiber can be determined for rectangular sections from the stress-strain
relationship as follows
Area under stress-strain curve =

ε cm

f c d ε c = α f c′ε cm

0

ε cm

∴α =

fc d ε c

0

f c′ε cm

(A.3)
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First moment of area about origin of area under stress-strain curve

=

ε cm

f cε c d ε c = (1 − γ )ε cm

0

fc d εc

0

ε cm

∴γ = 1 −

ε cm

0

ε cm

εc fc dεc
(A.4)

ε cm

fc d εc

0

The compressive force in concrete is given by
Ccon = α f c′bkd

(A.5)

acting at a distance of kd from the extreme compression fiber.

The force equilibrium equations can be written as

P = α f c′bkd +
M = α f c′bkd

n
i =1

f si Asi

n
D
D
− γ kd +
− di
f si Asi
2
2
i =1

(A.6)

(A.7)

Where,
n = Number of reinforcement bars
fsi = Stress in the ith bar
Asi = Area of ith bar
D = Total depth of section
d = Effective depth of the section
di = depth of ith bar from extreme compression fiber

The corresponding curvature is given by
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ϕ=

ε cm

(A.8)

kd

The theoretical moment-curvature relationship for a given axial load level may be
determined by incrementing the concrete strain at the extreme compression fiber,
For each value of

cm

cm.

the neutral axis depth kd that satisfies the force equilibrium is

found b adjusting kd until equation (A.6) is satisfied. For the flexure only case, P = 0.
The moment M corresponding to the assumed

cm

is then calculated using equation

(A.7). The corresponding curvature is given by equation (A.8). By carrying out the
calculation for a range of

cm

values, the moment-curvature characteristics can be

plotted.

A.1.1 Equivalent compressive stress block parameters

The equivalent stress block parameters are calculated using equation (A.38) and (A.4)
for different values of

cm

depending on which stress-strain model for concrete do we

consider. Various stress-strain models for concrete that can be followed are enlisted
below for convenience. The models are subdivided as models for unconfined concrete
and models for confined concrete.

A.1.1.1 Stress-Strain models for unconfined concrete

Many models for the stress-strain curve of concrete under uniaxial compression have
been proposed in past years. Probably the most popular accepted curve is that
proposed by Hognestad (Hognestad 1951) (Fig A.2), which consists of a second order
parabola up to the maximum stress f c′′ at a strain ε 0 and then a linear falling branch.
The extent of falling branch behavior adopted depends on useful concrete strain
assumed as 0.0038.
The corresponding stress was proposed to be 0.85 f c′′ . Hognestad’s curve was
obtained from tests on short eccentrically loaded columns and for these specimens he
found that f c′′ = 0.85 f c′ . Other proposed stress-strain models for unconfined concrete
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are

summarized

elsewhere

(Popovics1970).

Indian

Standard

(IS456:2000)

recommends a stress-strain curve very similar to the Hognestad’s curve (Fig A.3)).

f c′′
0.85 f c′′

Linear

Stress, f c

2ε c
ε
− c
f c = f c′′

ε0

2

ε0

α Ec = tan α
0.0038
ε 0 = 2 f c′′ / Ec
Strain, ε c
Fig A.2 Hognestad stress-strain model for concrete

0.67 f ck

Stress, f c

f c = 0.67 f ck

2ε c

ε0

−

εc
ε0

2

ε 0 = 0.002
0.0035
Strain, ε c
Fig A.3 IS recommended stress-strain model for concrete
In IS recommended curve (Fig A.3), the maximum stress, f c′′ of concrete is assumed
as 0.67 times the characteristic cube strength of concrete (fck). Assuming that cylinder
strength is 0.8 times the characteristic cube strength, i.e. f c′ = 0.8 f ck , this becomes
same

as

Hognestad’s

value

of

f c′′ .

Since, f c′′ = 0.85 f c′ ,

we

get

f c′′ = 0.85 × 0.8 f ck = 0.67 f ck (SP24:1983). The ascending curve is exactly similar to

that of Hognestad’s model assuming ε 0 = 0.002 . The major difference between the
two curves is in the post peak behavior. IS recommends no degradation and hence no
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falling branch in the stress after a strain of 0.002. The ultimate strain is also limited to
0.0035 instead of 0.0038 as recommended by Hognestad.

A.1.1.2 Stress-Strain models for concrete confined by rectangular hoops

In practice, the concrete in structures is always confined by transverse reinforcement
commonly in the form of closely spaced steel spirals or rectangular hoops. In this
case, at low levels of stress in concrete, the transverse reinforcement is hardly
stressed; hence the concrete is unconfined. The concrete becomes confined when at
stresses approaching the uniaxial strength, the transverse strains become very high
because of progressive internal cracking and the concrete bears out against the
transverse reinforcement, which then applies a confining reaction to the concrete.
Thus the transverse reinforcement provides passive confinement (Park and Pauley
1975).

Although circular spirals confine concrete much more effectively than rectangular or
square hoops, they are rarely used, mainly due to the fact that rectangular sections are
more popular in reinforced concrete structural members. Nevertheless, squareconfining steel does produce a significant increase in ductility, however, some
investigators have observed enhancement of strength whereas some have not.

The confinement by transverse reinforcement has little effect on the stress-strain curve
until the concrete reaches its maximum stress. The shape of the stress-strain curve at
high strains is a function of many variables, the major ones being the following:

1. The ratio of the volume of transverse steel to the volume of concrete core,
because a high transverse steel content will mean a high transverse confining
pressure.

2. The yield strength of the confining steel, because this gives an upper limit to the
confining pressure.

3. The ratio of the spacing of the transverse steel to the dimensions of the concrete
core, because a smaller spacing leads to more effective confinement.
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4. The ratio of the diameter of the transverse bars to the unsupported length of the
transverse bar, because a large bar diameter leads to more effective
confinement. If the flexural stiffness of the hoop bar is small (small diameter
compared to unsupported length), the hoops bow outward rather than effectively
confining the concrete.

5. The content and size of longitudinal reinforcement, because this steel will also
confine the concrete.

6. The strength of the concrete, because low-strength concrete is more ductile than
high-strength concrete.

Some of the proposed stress-strain curves for concrete confined by rectangular hoops
are shown in Fig A.4.

fc

C
A

fc
fc′

fc

Upper

B

fc′

Lower limit

0.5 fc′

Parabola fc′′

εc

O

(a) Chan (1955)

εc

0.002
(b) Baker (1964)

fc

O

0.002

ε50

εc

(c) Roy & Sozen (1964)

fc

Continuous
curve

Parabola

εc
(d) Soliman & Yu (1967)

εc
(e) Sargin (1971)

Fig A.4 Stress-strain curves for concrete confined by rectangular hoops
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In Chan’s (1955) trilinear curve (Fig. A.4 (a)) OAB approximated the curve for
unconfined concrete and the shape of BC depended on the transverse reinforcement.
Baker (Baker and Amarakone 1964) recommended a parabola up to a maximum stress
(Fig. A.4 (b)), then a horizontal branch to a maximum strain. The maximum stress is
dependent on the strain gradient across the section, and the maximum strain is
dependent on the strain gradient as well as the transverse steel content.

Roy and Sozen (1964) conducted tests on axially loaded prisms and suggested
replacing the falling branch with a straight line having a strain at 0.5 f c′ , which was
linearly related to the transverse steel content (Fig. A.4 (c)). It is also of interest to
note that the tests of Roy and Sozen (1964) indicated that confinement by rectangular
hoops did not increase the concrete strength. The curve of Soliman and Yu (1967)
consists of a parabola and two straight lines (Fig. A.4 (d)). The stresses and strains at
the critical points are related to transverse steel content and spacing and the confined
area. Sargin et al (1971) have proposed a general equation that gives a continuous
stress-strain curve (Fig. A.4 (e)) related to the content, spacing and yield strength of
the transverse steel, the strain gradient across the section and concrete strength.

All of these models do consider the effect of confinement, but they all are having
some inherent limitations, mainly because of the simplicity associated with these
models. These models will not be discussed further.

A.1.1.3 Kent and Park Model

In 1971, Kent and Park (1971) proposed a stress-strain curve for concrete confined by
rectangular hoops (Fig A.5).

The suggested relationship combines many of the features of previously proposed
curves. A second-degree parabola represents the ascending part of curve and assumes
that the confining steel has no effect on the shape of this part of curve or the strain at
maximum stress. This essentially means that the ascending curve is exactly the same
for both confined and unconfined concrete.
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ε 50c

ε 20c
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Fig A.5 Kent and Park (1971) model for Stress-strain curve for confined concrete

It is also assumed that the maximum stress reached by confined concrete is equal to
the cylinder strength f c′ that is reached at a strain of 0.002. The relationship for the
ascending parabola is given as

Region AB,

f c = f c′

c

0.002

2ε c
εc
−
0.002 0.002

2

(A.9)

The descending part of the confined concrete is modeled as per following
formulations.

Region BC, 0.002

c

20,c

f c = f c′[1 − Z (ε c − 0.002)]

(A.10)

where

Z=

0.5

ε 50u + ε 50 h − 0.002

ε 50u =

3 + 0.002 f c′
f c′ − 1000

(A.11)

(A.12)
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ε 50h =

3
b′′
ρs
4
sh

(A.13)

f c′ = Concrete cylinder strength in psi.

ρ s = Ratio of volume of transverse reinforcement to volume of concrete core
measured to outside of hoops, i.e.

ρs =

2(b′′ + d ′′) As
b′′d ′′sh

(A.14)

As = Cross-sectional area of the stirrup reinforcement
b′′ = Width of confined core measured to outside of hoops
d ′′ = Depth of confined core measured to outside of hoops

sh = Spacing of hoops

Fig A.6 shows the various parameters and symbols.

b′′

d ′′

D

b

sh

Unconfined concrete

Fig A.6 Transverse confining steel in members

The parameter Z defines the slope of the assumed linear falling branch. ε 50u is the
value of the strain when the stress has fallen to 0.5fc’ (50% of the strength is lost) for
the case of unconfined concrete. The corresponding value of strain for confined
concrete is ε 50c . ε 50h is the additional ductility due to transverse reinforcement
(ε 50c = ε 50u + ε 50h ) . It is assumed that the cover concrete has spalled off by the time

the stress had fallen to 0.5fc’.
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Region CD,

c

20,c

f c = 0.2 f c′

(A.15)

This equation accounts for the ability of concrete to sustain some stresses at very large
strains.

A.1.1.4 Modified Kent and Park Model

In 1982, a modified form of Kent and Park model was proposed (Park, Priestley and
Gill 1982). This model makes an allowance for the enhancement in the concrete
strength due to confinement. Fig A.7 shows the modified Kent and Park model.

fc
Kf c′
f c′

B

Unconfined concrete
Kent and Park Model
Modified Kent and Park Model

0.2 Kf c′
0.2 f c′
A 0.002

C

0.002K

ε 20,c ε 20 m,c

D

εc

Fig. A.7 Modified Kent and Park model for stress-strain curve for confined concrete

The maximum stress reached (at point B) is assumed to be Kf c′ at a strain of

ε 0 = 0.002 K , in which,

K = 1+

ρ s f yh
f c′

(A.16)

fyh = yield strength of steel hoops.

The modified Kent and Park stress-strain curve can be defined as
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Region AB,

c

0.002K

2ε c
εc
f c = Kf c′
−
0.002 K
0.002 K

Region BC, 0.02K <

c

<

2

(A.17)

20m,c

f c = Kf c′[1 − Z m (ε c − 0.002 K )] ≥ 0.2 Kf c′

(A.18)

where
Zm =

0.5

(A.19)

3 + 0.29 f c′
b′′
3
+ ρs
− 0.002 K
sh
145 f c′ − 1000 4

f c′ = Concrete cylinder strength in mega Pascal (N/mm2)

Region CD,

f c = 0.2 Kf c′

(A.20)

This equation accounts for the ability of concrete to sustain some stresses at very large
strains.

Other models that take into account the enhancement in concrete strength due to
confinement are suggested by Vallenas, Bertero and Popov (1977), and Sheikh and
Uzumeri (1979). These models are not as simple and are not discussed further.

A.1.1.5 Evaluation of stress block parameters

The stress block parameters depend on whether

cm

lies in zone AB, BC or CD of

Kent and Park model or modified Kent and Park model (considered in this case).
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For different levels of extreme compression fiber strain,

cm

the stress blocks are

shown in Fig A.8 (b). The equivalent rectangular stress block is shown in Fig A.8 (c).
The values of

and is different for different levels of

d

Cs
Ccon

Cs
Ccon

ASc

α f c′

f c′

f c′

< f c′

b

cm.

Cs
Ccon

Cs kd
Ccon

d
ASt
Ts

Ts

ε cm ≤ 0.002 0.002 ≤ ε cm ≤ ε 20 c
(b) Stress blocks

(a) Section

Ts

Ts

ε cm ≥ ε 20c
(c) Rectangular Stress
block

Fig A.8 Stress blocks at different extreme compression fiber strain

1. Stress block parameters for Kent and Park model

Region ‘AB’:

α=

ε cm
0.002

γ = 1−

0.002

cm

1−

Region ‘BC’: 0.002

1

ε cm

(A.21)

0.006

ε cm
2
−
3
0.008
1−

α=

ε cm

(A.22)

ε cm
0.006

cm

20,c

0.004
Z
2
+ (ε cm − 0.002) − ( ε cm − 0.002 )
3
2

(A.23)
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2
0.002 )
(
−

ε cm 2
γ = 1−

2

1

ε cm

ε cm3
3

− 0.001ε cm 2 +

(0.002)3
6

ε 2
0.002
(0.002)2
− Z cm − 0.002ε cm +
ε cm −
3
2
2

Region ‘CD’:

α=

12

−Z

cm

1

20,c

0.004 0.32
+
+ 0.2ε cm − 0.0004
3
Z

ε cm

γ = 1−

>

(A.24)

0.00064 0.83
+ 2 + 0.1ε cm 2
Z
6Z
0.004 0.32
−
+ 0.2ε cm − 0.0004
3
Z

(A.25)

1.2667 ×10−6 +

1

ε cm

(A.26)

2. Stress block parameters for Modified Kent and Park model

Region ‘AB’:

α=

cm

ε cm
0.002 K

γ = 1−

0.002K

1−

ε cm

(A.28)

ε cm
0.006 K

Region ‘BC’: 0.002K

1

(A.27)

0.006 K

ε cm
2
−
3
0.008 K
1−

α=

ε cm

cm

20m,c

Z
0.004 K
2
+ (ε cm − 0.002 K ) − m ( ε cm − 0.002 K )
3
2

(A.29)
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ε cm 2
γ = 1−

2

1

ε cm

12

− Zm

ε cm3
3

− 0.001K ε cm 2 +

(0.002 K )3
6
(A.30)

ε 2
0.002 K
(0.002 K )2
ε cm −
− Z m cm − 0.002 K ε cm +
3
2
2

Region ‘CD’:

α=

2
0.002 K )
(
−

cm

1

20m,c

0.004 K 0.32
+
+ 0.2 K ε cm − 0.0004 K
3
Zm

ε cm

γ = 1−

>

1

ε cm

(A.31)

0.00064 K 0.83
+
+ 0.1ε cm 2
Zm
6Z m2
0.004 K 0.32
−
+ 0.2 K ε cm − 0.0004 K
3
Zm

1.2667 × 10−6 K 2 +

(A.32)

A.2 Algorithm for moment-curvature determination

The following steps shall be carried out to determine moment-curvature
characteristics for a given section and axial load.

1. Assume a value of concrete strain at the extreme compression fiber,

cm.

2. Assume a value of neutral axis depth, kd.

3. Calculate stress block parameters

and

for assumed value of

appropriate equation based on the region in which

cm

cm

using

lies and assumed stress-

strain model.

4. Calculate total compressive force in concrete, Ccon.
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5. Calculate strains at different levels of steel and find the corresponding stresses in
reinforcement bars using the stress-strain curve for steel.

6. Calculate the compressive (Csi) and tensile (Tsi) forces in reinforcement bars.
7. Check whether the force equilibrium condition is satisfied.

8. If equilibrium is satisfied then the assumed value of kd is correct. Else assume a
new value of kd and Go To step 4.

9. Calculate the moment of resistance, M, and the corresponding curvature, .

10. Repeat steps 1 to 9 for a range of

11. Plot M-

cm.

curve.

A.3 Determination of moment-rotation from moment-curvature characteristics

Curvature is defined as rotation per unit length of the member. Therefore, the rotation
of a member may be calculated by integrating the curvatures along the length of the
member. The rotation between any two points A and B of the member is given by

B

θ AB = ϕ dx

(A.33)

A

where dx is an element of length of the member.

= M/EI, we have,

Since

θ AB =

B

M
dx
EI
A

(A.34)
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This is a generalization of first moment-area theorem and it applies to both elastic and
plastic curvatures. These equations can be used to calculate rotation of a member if
we know the moment-curvature characteristics and the distribution of bending
moment.

A.3.1 Relationship between curvature and rotation

Consider a cantilever beam subjected to a concentrated load at its free end as shown in
Fig A.9 (a). The bending moment diagram and the curvature distribution within
elastic range are shown in Fig A.9 (b) and (c) respectively.

P

B

x

A

L
(a) Cantilever beam

Mx=Px

x=Mx/EI

=M/E

M=PL My
I
x

x

(b) BMD
(c) Curvature diagram
Fig A.9 Cantilever beam and its curvature distribution within elastic range

From equation (A.34), we get,

θ AB =

L

L

Mx
Px
dx =
dx
EI
EI
0
0

Since P and EI are constant (within elastic range), we get,

θ AB =

PL2 ML ϕ L
=
=
2 EI 2 EI
2

(A.35)
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Equation (A.35) is valid till the beam is within elastic range, i.e., up to yield point.
Therefore we have, yield rotation,

θy =

ϕyL

(A.36)

2

For the reinforced concrete member that has reached the ultimate curvature and
bending moment at critical section, the curvature distribution is no more linear, owing
to the cracking in the member. Figs A.10 (a), (b) and (c) show a cantilever beam, its
bending moment diagram and curvature distribution respectively at ultimate moment.

P

B

A

x
L
(a) Cantilever beam

lp
(
Mx

Mu

u

–

y)

u
x=Mx/E

I
x
(b) BMD

(c) Curvature diagram

Fig A.10 Cantilever beam and its curvature distribution at ultimate moment

As can be seen, the region of inelastic curvature is spread over a length of the beam.
This region is that, where the bending moment exceeds the yield moment of the
section. The curvature fluctuates because of the increased rigidity of the member
between the cracks. The rotation of the member at the ultimate condition can be
obtained from the actual curvature distribution using equation (A.33). Since the
curvature distribution along the length of the member is complex, it is very difficult to
use equation (A.33) to calculate the rotation. Therefore, the curvature diagram is
idealized as shown by dotted line in Fig A.10 (c).
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The inelastic area at the ultimate stage can be replaced by an equivalent rectangle
having height equal to (

u

–

y)

and width equal to the plastic hinge length, lp. The

plastic hinge length, lp is the equivalent length of the plastic hinge over which the
plastic curvature is assumed to be constant. The width lp is so chosen that the area of
the assumed rectangle is equal to that of the actual inelastic curvature distribution.
Therefore, the plastic rotation is given as

θ p = (ϕ u − ϕ y ) l p

(A.37)

The total rotation at the ultimate moment is given as

θu = θ y + θ p

(A.38)

Therefore, for a cantilever beam as shown,

θu = ϕ y

(

)

L
+ ϕu − ϕ y l p
2

(A.39)

As seen by above equations, if the moment-curvature characteristics and the geometry
of the member are known, the only unknown to determine the moment-rotation
characteristics is the plastic hinge length, lp.

A.3.2 Plastic hinge length formulations

Various empirical expressions have been proposed by investigators for the equivalent
length of plastic hinge lp.
1. Baker’s formula for members with unconfined concrete (Park and Pauley 1975,
Baker 1956, ICE 1962, Baker and Amarakone 1964)

l p = k1k2 k3

z
d

1/ 4

d

(A.40)
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where,

k1

= 0.7 for mild steel and 0.9 for cold worked steel

k2

= 1 + 0.5Pu/P0, where Pu = axial compressive force in the member and

P0 = axial compressive strength of member without bending moment.
k3

= 0.6 when f c′ = 35.2 N/mm2 or 0.9 when f c′ = 11.7 N/mm2, assuming
f c′ = 0.85 × f ck

z

= Distance of critical section from point of contraflexure

d

= effective depth of the member.

2. Baker’s formula for members confined by transverse steel (Park and Pauley
1975, Baker and Amarakone 1964)

l p = 0.8k1k3

z
c
d

(A.41)

where, c is the neutral axis depth at the ultimate moment and the other symbols
have the previous meaning.

3. Corley’s formula (Park and Pauley 1975, Corley 1966)

l p = 0.5d + 0.2 d

z
d

(A.42)

where symbols have the same meaning as given above.

4. Mattock’s formula (Park and Pauley 1975, Mattock 1967)

l p = 0.5d + 0.05 z

(A.43)

5. Sawyer’s formula (Park and Pauley 1975, Sawyer 1964)
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l p = 0.25d + 0.075 z

(A.44)

6. Pauley-Priestley formula (Pauley and Priestley 1992)
l p = 0.08 z + 0.022db f y

(MPa)

(A.43)

where,

db = diameter of main reinforcing bars
fy = yield strength of reinforcement bars, in MPa
In addition to above formula, Pauley and Priestley (1992) also recommend using an
approximation of lp = 0.5d

A.4 Shear force-deformation characteristics

It is possible that a reinforced concrete member may fail in shear instead of flexure.
The behavior of reinforced concrete member at failure in shear is distinctly different
from its behavior in flexure. In shear, the beam fails abruptly without sufficient
advanced cracking. Therefore, it is necessary that shear force-deformation
characteristics shall be determined in addition to the moment-rotation characteristics
to get the true picture of the failure.

A.4.1

Theoretical prediction of shear force-deformation characteristics

(Watanabe and Lee 1998)

To predict the shear force-deformation characteristics, an incremental analytical
approach (Watanabe and Lee 1998) was followed. The model is based on the truss
mechanism. In the analysis, the stirrup strain is gradually increased with a small
increment and the resisting shear at each step is calculated.

Fig A.11 shows (a) truss model, (b) moment diagram and (c) axial strain distributions
of diagonally cracked concrete member sections where the member has an anti-
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symmetric moment distribution along member axis. The section A-A is the assumed
critical section for shear, at a distance of jt from the maximum moment section.
Fig A.11 (d) shows the stress state of a concrete element at the centroidal axis of the
assumed critical shear failure section. The stress state is characterized by a biaxial
stress field in the concrete and a uniaxial tension field in the shear reinforcement.
Kupfer and Bulicek (1991) gave the equilibrium condition of stresses and
compatibility condition of strains for the concrete element shown.

l
jt

as

as
A

jt

A

T

jt

C
a

M V

VM

C

T
A

A

(a) Truss Model

Mcr
Mcr
(b) Moment diagram

jt/2
x

x

(c) Axial strain distributions

-

-

c

-

d

2

c

c

-

-

1

90 -

y

(d) Stress state of concrete element at
the centroidal axis of section A-A

Fig A.11 Modeling of members and stress state of concrete element
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In Fig A.11,

jt

=

Distance between upper and lower stringers

l

=

Clear span length

as

=

Shear span

M

=

Bending moment

V

=

Shear force

Mcr

=

Moment at the critical section for shear

C

=

Flexural compressive force at the beam end sections

T

=

Flexural tensile force at the beam end sections

=

Horizontal shear stress in concrete due to external shear

c

=

Shear stress at cracked surface due to aggregate interlock

c

=

Normal stress at cracked surface due to aggregate interlock

d

=

Normal stress in concrete parallel to crack inclination

=

Principal stresses in the concrete element

=

Vertical compressive stress of the concrete element induced

1,

2

y

from shear reinforcement.

a

=

Diagonal crack inclination

=

Inclination of principal compressive stress

=

Angle between

=

Average spacing of diagonal cracks measured perpendicular to

and

the cracks.

A.4.2 Equilibrium condition of stresses

The equilibrium condition of stresses is defined by following equations

σd = −

2τ
− 2τ c cot 2ϕ + σ c
sin 2ϕ

(A.46)

τ = τ c + (σ c − σ y ) cot ϕ

(A.47)

σ y = − ρ w f ws

(A.48)
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Here,

w

is the ratio of shear reinforcement and fws is the stress of shear reinforcement

at each loading step in the incremental analysis, which is obtained from the stressstrain curve for the shear reinforcement.

The principal stresses of concrete,

σ 1,2 =

1
σd +σc ±
2

The crack inclination,

xf

and

2

are given by

(σ d − σ c )2 + 4τ c 2

(A.49)

is given by is given by

n
n
cot ϕ = − + 1 +
2
2

n=

1

2

(A.50)

σ xf
τf

(A.51)

is the axial stress and

f

is the shear stress at the centroidal axis due to load effect

just before diagonal cracking. For beams since,

The angle, between

tan 2δ =

xf

= 0, therefore

= 45 degrees.

and is calculated by

2τ c
−σ d + σ c

(A.52)

Therefore, the inclination of the principal compressive stress, is given as

θ = ϕ −δ

(A.53)

A.4.3 Compatibility condition of strains

Fig A.12 shows the strain state of diagonally cracked concrete at the centroidal axis of
section A-A of Fig A.11 (a). In Fig A.12,

x

and

y

are the smeared strains of cracked
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concrete in x and y directions respectively, and

and

10

are the tensile and

20

compressive principal strains of the concrete itself respectively.

A

A

y

jt/2

jt/2
20
x
10

A cracked concrete at the centroidal axisAof section A-A
Fig A.12 Strain state of
In any considered direction, the smeared strain of cracked concrete results from the
strain of concrete

0

and the smeared strains

w

and

v

due to crack opening w and

crack shear displacement v, respectively. That is

ε = ε0 + ε w + εv

(A.54)

Then the smeared strains

x

and

y

in x and y directions can be expressed as

ε x = ε x 0 + ε xw + ε xv

(A.55)

ε y = ε y 0 + ε yw + ε yv

(A.56)

The concrete strains
strains

10

and

20

x0

and

y0

in x and y directions can be derived from the principal

of the concrete as

ε x 0 = ε10 sin 2 θ + ε 20 cos 2 θ

(A.57)

ε y 0 = ε10 cos 2 θ + ε 20 sin 2 θ

(A.58)

The smeared uniaxial strains

xw

and

yw

and shear strains

xv

and

yv

of cracked

concrete in both x and y directions are expressed as
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ε xw = sin 2 ϕ ×

w
a

(A.59)

ε yw = cos 2 ϕ ×

w
a

(A.60)

ε xv = − sin ϕ cos ϕ ×

ε yv = sin ϕ cos ϕ ×

v
a

(A.61)

v
a

(A.62)

Using equations (A.55) through (A.62), we get the expressions for the smeared
strains, w/a and v/a, due to diagonal cracks as

w
= ε x + ε y − ε10 − ε 20
a

(A.63)

v
sin 2 ϕ − sin 2 θ
cos 2 ϕ − sin 2 θ
= ε y tan ϕ − ε x cot ϕ − ε10
+ ε 20
a
sin ϕ cos ϕ
sin ϕ cos ϕ

(A.64)

A.4.4 Constitutive laws

Constitutive laws proposed by Kupfer and Gerstle (1973) are used to calculate the
principal concrete strains

10

and

20,

corresponding to the stresses

1

and

2

are

obtained as.

ε10 =

ε 20 =

σ1 + σ 2
9K s

σ1 + σ 2
9K s

+

2σ 1 − σ 2
6Gs

(A.65)

+

2σ 2 − σ 1
6Gs

(A.66)
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Ks and Gs are the secant compressive and shear modulus, respectively and are
expressed as follows

K s = 17000 1 − 1.6

Gs = 13000 1 − 3.5

where

τ0 =

0

τ0

1.8

ν f c′

τ0

(MPa)

(A.67)

(MPa)

(A.68)

2.5

ν f c′

is the octahedral stress given by

2
⋅ σ 12 + σ 22 − σ 1σ 2
3

(A.69)

and ν f c′ is the reduced uniaxial compressive strength of concrete (defined as
effective compressive strength of concrete). For the failure criteria of concrete, it is
assumed that the compressive failure of concrete occurs when the principal
compressive stress

2

in the cracked concrete attains the effective compressive

strength ν f c′ . The effect of principal stress

1

on the failure criteria is ignored because

its value is very small. The value of ν f c′ is given by

ν f c′ =

ν f c′ =

f c′
(MPa) for f c′ ≤ 70MPa
350w / a
1.0 +
f c′0.1

70
+
(1.0 + 230 w / a )

The shear stress,

c

( f c′ − 70)
1.0 + 170( w / a )

and normal stress,

c

70 / f c′

(A.70)

(MPa) for f c′ > 70MPa (A.71)

due to aggregate interlock at cracked surface

are obtained using Li et al model (Lee, Maekawa, Okamura 1991) and are given by
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τ c = 3.83 f c′1/ 3

v2
w2 + v 2

(MPa)

σ c = −3.83 fc′1/ 3 0.5π − tan −1

w
wv
− 2 2
v
w +v

(A.72)

(MPa)

(A.73)

The average spacing of shear cracks, a is given by

ρ
1
2
=5 w +
a
d s jt

(A.74)

where ds is the diameter of shear reinforcement.
The stress and strain of the shear reinforcement, fdc and

dc

corresponding to the

diagonal cracking are given by

f dc =

Qs
ρ w ⋅ b ⋅ jt ⋅ cot ϕ

(A.75)

ε dc =

f dc Asw
Ec ⋅ b ⋅ s + Es ⋅ Asw

(A.76)

where Qs is the shear force at diagonal cracking given by
Qs = vc ⋅ b ⋅ d

(A.77)

where,

Ec is the elastic modulus of concrete,
Es is the elastic modulus of shear reinforcement, and
vc is the shear strength of the concrete without shear reinforcement.
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The value of vc as recommended by Indian Standard (IS 456:2000, Rangan 1972) is
given by

vc =

(

0.8 f ck

)

1 + 5β − 1

6β

(MPa)

(A.78)

where,

β=

0.116 f ck bd
≥ 1.0
100 Ast

(A.79)

The value of vc as recommended by ACI (ACI 318-08) is given by
(a) For members subjected to shear and flexure only

vc =

f c′
6

(psi)

(A.80)

(b) For members subjected to axial compression in addition to shear and flexure

vc = 1 +

P
14 Ag

f c′
6

(psi)

(A.81)

where, P is the axial force (in N), and Ag is the gross area of the section (in mm2).

A.4.5 Algorithm for prediction of shear characteristics

The following steps shall be carried out to determine the shear characteristics for a
given section and axial load.

1. Set w = 0, v = 0.
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2. Calculate

and a using equations (A.50) and (A.74) respectively.

3. Calculate vc and hence Qs.
4. Calculate fdc and

dc

using equations (A.75) and (A.76) respectively.

5. Set ε y = ε dc .
6. Increment ε y . ε y = ε y + ∆ε y

7. Calculate fws as a function of

y

from stress-strain curve.

8. Assume a value of w and v. Increment w and v . w = w + ∆w, v = v + ∆v .

9. Calculate ν f c′ using equation (A.70) or (A.71).

10. Calculate

c,

c,

,

d,

1,

and

2

to satisfy stress equilibrium using

equations (A.72), (A.73), (A.47), (A.48), (A.49) respectively.
∆f = f ( w + ∆w, v + ∆v) − f ( w, v ) .

11. Calculate

, Ks, and Gs using equations (A.52), (A.67) and (A.68).

12. Calculate

10

and

20

to satisfy strain compatibility using equations (A.65)

and (A.66) respectively.

13. Calculate w and v using equations (A.63) and (A.64).

14. If the calculated value of w and v are same as the values assumed in step 8,
then the new value of w and v are given by w = w + ∆w, v = v + ∆v . Else
assume a new value of w and v and go to step 8.
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15. Calculate V = ( )bd. V = V + V.

16. If current V is smaller than previous V, then stop else go to step 6.
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